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ABSTRACT 

Wireless Vision Sensor Networks (WVSNs) is an emerging field which 

has attracted a number of potential applications because of smaller per node 

cost, ease of deployment, scalability and low power stand alone solutions. 

WVSNs consist of a number of wireless Vision Sensor Nodes (VSNs). VSN has 

limited resources such as embedded processing platform, power supply, 

wireless radio and memory.  In the presence of these limited resources, a VSN 

is expected to perform complex vision tasks for a long duration of time 

without battery replacement/recharging. Currently, reduction of processing 

and communication energy consumptions have been major challenges for 

battery operated VSNs. Another challenge is to propose generic solutions for a 

VSN so as to make these solutions suitable for a number of applications. 

To meet these challenges, this thesis focuses on energy efficient and 

programmable VSN architecture for machine vision systems which can 

classify objects based on binary data. In order to facilitate generic solutions, a 

taxonomy has been developed together with a complexity model which can be 

used for systems’ classification and comparison without the need for actual 

implementation. The proposed VSN architecture is based on tasks partitioning 

between a VSN and a server as well as tasks partitioning locally on the node 

between software and hardware platforms. In relation to tasks partitioning, 

the effect on processing, communication energy consumptions, design 

complexity and lifetime has been investigated.  

The investigation shows that the strategy, in which front end tasks up 

to segmentation, accompanied by a bi-level coding, are implemented on Field 

Programmable Platform (FPGA) with small sleep power, offers a generalized 

low complexity and energy efficient VSN architecture. The implementation of 

data intensive front end tasks on hardware reconfigurable platform reduces 

processing energy. However, there is a scope for reducing communication 

energy, related to output data. This thesis also explores data reduction 

techniques including image coding, region of interest coding and change 

coding which reduces output data significantly.  

For proof of concept, VSN architecture together with tasks partitioning, 

bi-level video coding, duty cycling and low complexity background 

subtraction technique has been implemented on real hardware and 

functionality has been verified for four applications including particle 

detection system, remote meter reading, bird detection and people counting. 

The results based on measured energy values shows that, depending on the 

application, the energy consumption can be reduced by a factor of 

approximately 1.5 up to 376 as compared to currently published VSNs. The 

lifetime based on measured energy values showed that for a sample period of 

5 minutes, VSN can achieve 3.2 years lifetime with a battery of 37.44 kJ 
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energy. In addition to this, proposed VSN offers generic architecture with 

smaller design complexity on hardware reconfigurable platform and offers 

easy adaptation for a number of applications as compared to published 

systems. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The early camera based monitoring systems include independent cameras 

which are used to send continuous raw data streams to a server for further 

processing and analysis. These systems usually require a great deal of resources, 

such as a wired infrastructure, high energy resources and a large amount of 

storage space. These constraints make the use of such systems inflexible and costly 

for situations which are hazardous to reach and have limited energy sources such 

as battery or alternative energy source. The wired solution usually results in high 

installation and maintenance costs. In relation to the wired solution, the isolation of 

cables running near humidity, magnetic field or high vibration is required 

especially in industrial applications. It is also the case that, redundant cables are 

sometimes required for critical operations. In this situation, wireless solutions are 

more attractive as they offer lower system and infrastructure costs, improve the 

product quality and provide simple up gradation and physical mobility [34]. 

The conventional camera systems can be replaced with a network of smart 

cameras because of the advancement in the relevant technologies such as image 

sensors, low power processing platforms and communication modules. The smart 

camera network is often referred to as Wireless Vision Sensor Networks (WVSNs) 

and an individual camera is referred to as a wireless Vision Sensor Node (VSN). 

Each VSN can perform complex vision processing by using limited energy and 

processing platforms. Each sensor node consists of an image sensor, processing 

platform, memory, power supply, light source and a radio transceiver as shown in 

Figure 1-1. VSN captures its field of view and processes it on a processing platform 

with sufficient memory. The processing platforms can include 

microprocessors/microcontrollers, digital signal processors and/or FPGAs. After 

performing the operation, the node will transmit data to the server by using  

 

Figure 1-1. Architecture of wireless vision sensor node. 
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Figure 1-2. NI 1722 smart camera.   

the wireless medium. The data from a VSN could be the final result, in the form of 

features or it can be compressed data after essential pre-processing tasks. The 

sensor node is powered through a battery or an alternative energy source. A 

lighting source is integrated with VSN in machine vision applications in order to 

provide high signal to noise ratio.  

A typical smart camera, available in the market includes a national instrument 

NI 1722 smart camera shown in Figure 1-2. NI smart camera (NI1722) [19] has 400 

MHz freescale processor, 128 MB SDRAM, lighting control, Charge Coupled 

Device (CCD) image sensor, ethernet based communication and has a power rating 

in the range of 11 W. A wireless VSN produces two dimensional data which places 

strict requirements on power, processing and bandwidth facilities. The large 

amount of data generated by a VSN requires a great deal of energy for processing 

and communication. In the presence of these challenges, a VSN is expected to 

provide an autonomous and continuous monitoring of events in the field of view 

on available limited energy. Recharging and replacement of batteries is not a 

feasible option in many applications because of hazardous environment [63]. 

Therefore, it is a requirement to select suitable methods which can reduce 

processing and communication energy consumption in order to maximize the 

lifetime of VSN.  

In order to reduce energy consumption, the designers must consider various 

techniques such as selecting a device with reduced active and sleep power 

consumption, in-node processing, introducing duty cycling and Dynamic Voltage 

Scaling (DVS). Despite the technological developments, a trade off still exists 

between the real time performance and battery lifetime. Battery lifetime can be 

extended by reducing energy consumption and energy reduction can be achieved 

by reducing the processing time and/or the power consumption. Processing time 

can be reduced by efficient implementation techniques and by introducing high 
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performance embedded platforms. The power consumption in embedded 

platforms can be categorised into dynamic and static power. Dynamic power 

depends on the design and is related to switching signals from 0 to 1 or vice versa. 

Static power is related to power consumption when there is no switching on the 

signals. Static power is a function of the physical implementation and is expected 

to be static under constant operating conditions. The dynamic power consumption 

is given by 

2

dynamic ddCfV=P  Eq. 1-1 

where C is capacitance, f is frequency and Vdd is voltage.  

In some applications, the peak performance is not always required so the 

operating frequency can be reduced for the time during which the node is in low 

performance node [51]. This will linearly decrease the power consumption as is 

evident in Eq. 1-1 shown by symbol f. However, in some real time applications, the 

timing constraints of the system may be violated by lowering the frequency. When 

the frequency is reduced for a design, requiring the same performance all the time, 

the frequency reduction would not affect the energy consumption because the 

design would take a longer execution time with a small frequency. The two factors, 

namely, the design complexity and voltage scaling, can offer a reduction in energy 

consumption. The design complexity is related to the capacitance C and voltage 

scaling is related to Vdd as shown in Eq. 1-1.  

In our proposed VSN’s architecture, the voltage and frequency parameters are 

fixed because the components such as the interconnection between the devices, 

lighting and memory require a fixed voltage. However, other alternatives such as 

better duty cycling approach, in node processing and suitable devices with low 

active and sleep power consumption can be investigated for extending the battery 

lifetime. It is worth mentioning that the architecture can be classified into two 

levels, system level architecture and computational architecture. System 

architecture is related to a relationship and connection of the components in a 

system whereas computational architecture is related to computation of the 

algorithm such as the split between the software and hardware in order to exploit 

parallelism [53]. In this work, the term computational architecture is referred to as 

architecture.  

In relation to power consumption, our focus is to reduce the energy 

consumption by using efficient implementation techniques including tasks 

partitioning, data reduction, light weight vision tasks and duty cycling. WVSNs 

can be employed for many different applications; some of the applications are 

discussed here.  
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1.1 APPLICATIONS OF WIRELESS VISION SENSOR NETWORKS 

WVSN has a number of potential applications including industrial control and 

monitoring i.e. particle detection, robot navigation [34][41] and surveillance i.e. 

people tracking, remote meter reading [3][4][6]. WVSN can be used for 

applications including environmental monitoring such as gathering disaster 

information during an earthquake [7], the monitoring of birds near a windmill in 

order to avoid their collision [65] , health care and elderly care [8][9].  

An individual VSN can be implemented on different processing platforms 

based on the requirements of an application. Some of the processing platforms are 

discussed below. 

1.2 PROCESSING PLATFORMS FOR VSN 

Vision processing can be performed on embedded platforms such as 

microcontrollers/microprocessors, multicore processors, Digital Signal Processors 

(DSPs), Graphics Processor Units (GPUs), Field Programmable Gate Arrays 

(FPGAs), Soft-core processor instantiated on FPGA and (Application Specific 

Integrated Circuits) ASICs. In this thesis, the platform supporting software 

implementations of algorithms are referred to as software platforms and platforms 

supporting hardware implementation of algorithms are referred to as hardware 

platforms. 

1.2.1 Software platforms 

Software solutions include Central Processing Unit (CPU) based solutions such 

as microcontroller/microprocessors and DSPs etc. Often, software solutions have 

high power requirements and moderate processing capabilities which makes 

software solutions inefficient for the early stages of vision processing. Usually, 

front end tasks account for large amounts of raw data [53][68].  On the other hand, 

software based solutions provide easy correctness of the code and the system 

performance through simulations. Many mature vision processing libraries are 

available for the implementation and a detailed simulation can be performed in 

order to ensure the robustness of the algorithm. Some of the software processing 

platforms are briefly described here. 

1.2.1.1 Microcontrollers 

Micro-controllers are widely used as general purpose and Application Specific 

Instruction-set Processors (ASIPs). Algorithms are compiled into a sequence of 

instructions for controlling a specific operation performed by the CPU during each 

cycle. To achieve a high performance, the clock speed has been increased up to a 

range of GHz, however, this has a trade off because a high clock speed 

significantly increases the power consumption [53]. 
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1.2.1.2 Multi cores processors 

With the advancements in technology, parallel machines with multi-cores have 

now spread from supercomputing to embedded computing. There is a great 

potential for the multi-core systems to be used for WVSN as the raw performance 

increase is derived from the increasing number of cores instead of the frequency. 

This approach will result in a low power consumption [48]. However, there are 

different challenges in exploiting the parallelism in this emerging technology. The 

challenges include the parallel programming techniques, compilers for these 

architectures, and the management of memory hierarchy. The available vision 

libraries on uniprocessors are required to be tailored for multi-core processors in 

order to exploit the parallel nature of image processing operations [49][47]. 

1.2.1.3 DSPs and GPUs 

DSPs and GPUs are CPU based devices such as embedded general purpose 

Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC) processors. They have smaller Non 

Recurrent Engineering (NRE) cost and have flexibility for design changes in order 

to meet the demands of many applications. DSPs are specialized processors with a 

dedicated architectures and particular hardware structures in order to optimize the 

execution of arithmetic operations.  GPUs are a class of DSPs, customized for video 

processing and offer a significant performance advantage as compared to general 

purpose processors for algorithms that are easily parallelised, in particular when 

data transfer is not a bottleneck. Currently, the serial processors as is the case for 

microprocessors/microcontrollers, DSPs and GPUs do not offer the required 

performance and low power solutions for many applications [40][50][29][53][54]. 

Therefore, the hardware platforms which have inherited parallelism need to be 

explored for embedded vision processing.  

1.2.2 Hardware platforms 

Hardware platforms include non-programmable and programmable platforms. 

1.2.2.1 Non-Programmable hardware platforms 

Non-programmable hardware, ASIC, is customized for a specific application 

and will provide the best performance and lowest power consumption but the 

design time and NRE costs are high for small volume products. Therefore, for 

small volume products, ASIC solutions are expensive as compared to 

programmable solutions. In addition to this, ASIC solutions lack flexibility for 

future changes [28]. The design of one particular application cannot be altered for 

another application or for future changes. ASICs are different from programmable 

logic devices in the sense that their precise functions and performance are analysed 

before fabrication as ASICs are customized during the design and fabrication 

process.  
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1.2.2.2 Programmable Hardware platforms 

Programmable logic devices (PLDs) which include FPGAs, have increased logic 

density, clock frequency and offer the possibility for massive parallelism. In 

addition to this, DSPs or soft-core processors can be instantiated in FPGAs which 

help in proposing hybrid solutions for vision processing. These features make 

FPGAs ideal candidates for vision processing systems with low or medium 

production volumes. However an FPGA based system requires greater 

development time and effort as compared to software based systems [54] because 

of consideration for each clock cycle timing. FPGA does not have a specific 

instruction set or hardwired processing units as is the case for some specific DSPs. 

This makes FPGA a good choice for embedded vision processing [29][53]. The pros 

and cons of FPGA technology and its suitability for computer vision tasks are 

discussed in detail in [29].  

FPGA technology varies from vendor to vendor and their classification is based 

on the configuration method when power is supplied. The ability to program the 

device provides design flexibility and faster implementation for product 

development and hence faster time-to-market [11]. The major FPGA technologies 

used in this work include FLASH based and SRAM based FPGAs. FLASH based 

FPGAs store their configuration in logic cells. It is not necessary to download the 

configuration at each power up [10]. FLASH based FPGA’s process technology is a 

number of generations behind the SRAM [40]. Therefore, FLASH based FPGA 

offers lower operating frequency as compared to SRAM based FPGAs [40]. SRAM 

based FPGAs are volatile and require an external storage power-on configuration 

mechanism on each power-up cycle [11].  

A detailed comparison of different embedded platforms for smart camera can 

be accessed in [54][53]. A brief comparison of ASIC, FPGA and microprocessor is 

shown in Table 1-1 [35]. Researchers are involved in proposing different solutions 

of VSN by using software and hardware platforms. At this point the discussion 

will be on various aspects of VSN nodes that have been proposed by the research 

community. 

Table 1-1.ASIC, MICROPROCESSOR and FPGA Trade-offs. 

 Performance NREs Unit cost TTM Power 

ASIC ASIC FPGA ASIC MICRO 

FPGA FPGA MICRO FPGA FPGA 

MICRO MICRO ASIC MICRO ASIC 

ASIC :    Application Specific Integrated Circuits. 

MICRO   :    Microprocessor. 

FPGA      :    Field Programmable Gate Arrays. 

TTM        :    Time To Market. 
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1.3 RELATED WORK-ARCHITECTURES FOR WIRELESS VISION SENSOR NODES 

Sato et al. [8] proposed a lightweight camera sensor network which operates on 

symbolic information rather than on images. The platform consists of an iMote2 

node made by Intel connected to a custom camera board. The iMote2 consists of an 

XScale processor (PXA271) which is dynamically scalable for low power 

consumption, 32 MB external SDRAM, 32 MB flash and 32 KB of integrated SRAM. 

The iMote2 also includes a 2 GHz 802.15.4 radio link from Chipcon. Currently, a 

personal computer (PC) is involved for some parts of their work which is both 

power consuming and expensive. Rinner et al. [5] characterized VSN with the help 

of taxonomy which is based on platform capabilities, the degree of distribution 

processing and system autonomy. Some of the existing vision systems 

implemented on smart cameras are described and classified according to the 

proposed taxonomy. In addition, some of the challenges associated with smart 

camera systems are described.  

SensEye [3] is a multi-tier of heterogeneous wireless nodes and cameras which 

aim at low power, low latency detection and low latency wakeup. In this approach 

low power elements are used to wakeup high power elements. SensEye has a three 

tier architecture. Tier 1, the lowest tier has a 900MHz radio link and low power 

cameras such as Cyclops [23] or CMUcam. The second tier has a stargate node 

equipped with web-cams. Each stargate is equipped with an embedded 400 MHz 

Xscale processor that runs Linux and web-cams. The tier 3 is composed of high 

resolution pan-tilt-zoom cameras connected to an embedded PC. The Stanford’s 

MeshEye Sensor node [36] uses two kilopixel imagers for low resolution images 

and one high resolution camera module for detailed object snapshots. The hybrid 

vision is computationally more efficient and consumes less energy for smaller 

objects within its field of view [1]. The Hybrid vision system would suffer from 

calibration as variations in optics and alignment in image sensors would cause a 

problem in object detection in the initial phase.        

CMUcam3 [24] was presented by Carnegie Mellon University in 2007. It 

consists of a colour CMOS camera, a 1 MB  frame buffer and a 32 bit ARM7TDMI 

(NXP LPC2106 micro-controller with 60 MHZ processor, 64 KB of RAM and 128 

KB of flash). The camera uses a Zigbee module for communication. Power 

consumption is low as it consumes 500mW power when CPU, camera, and FIFO 

are fully active. In the idle state it consumes 25uW. The bottleneck in the 

CMUcam3 is based on the limited RAM and less computation speed, which is not 

sufficient for complex vision tasks. The FireFly Mosaic [9] wireless camera consists 

of a wireless sensor platform, a FireFly node together with a CMUcam3 [24]. The 

FireFly is a low-cost, low power sensor platform that uses a Nano-RK [24] real time 

operating system and supports an expansion board for light, temperature and 

battery-voltage level sensing capabilities. However, as has previously been 

discussed a CMUcam3 has limited RAM and less computation speed. 
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Chen et al. [4] presented a camera for a heterogeneous sensor network 

performing in-node processing which reduces the communication costs.  CITRIC is 

a platform which consists of a 1.3 megapixel camera, 64 MB RAM, 16 MB Flash, 

frequency scalable CPU (up to 624 MHz) and 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 protocol for 

communication. The authors choose general purpose processors with embedded 

Linux for their prototyping as they used C/C++ and OpenCV [25]. However, using 

an Intel Integrated Performance Primitives (IPP) library will not always provide a 

better performance because the IPP library is not optimized for a particular 

processor.  

Video processing has a feature of data-level parallelism which can be exploited 

in order to achieve the required level of performance. Kleihorst [38] have exploited 

data-level parallelism in building a power-efficient, fully programmable IC called 

Xetal-II, a massively parallel SIMD (single instruction multiple data) with 320 

processing elements. Dual port RAMs are used to couple both processors which 

are power hungry devices. DSPcam [26] consists of a blackfin Processor with 32MB 

SDRAM and 4MB Flash, CMOS image sensor and a 802.11 b/g communication 

module which communicates over multiple hops to form a mesh network. An 

open source image processing library called camellia [27] is ported to DSPcam. 

Each camera node performs local processing to detect the event and will annotate 

the video stream for the operator. Cao et al. [31] presented an image sensor node 

which includes a SAMSUNG’s S3C44BOX embedded processor, a memory, a 

CMOS image sensor, FPGA, Chipcon’s CC1000 as RF module and power unit. The 

FPGA is used for the implementation of vision tasks such as image acquisition, 

compression and processing circuits but they did not provide the experimental 

verification regarding the power consumption reduction in the presence of an 

embedded processor.  

Kerhet et al. [32] proposed a wireless video node, MicrelEye for cooperative 

video processing applications. The node has a low-cost VGA CMOS image sensor, 

a reconfigurable processing platform (FPGA) together with a micro-controller and 

SRAM. For wireless communication a bluetooth is used but for many applications 

the bluetooth is not a suitable choice for communication due to its shorter range 

and high power consumption. Gasparini et al. [40] use a bi-level CMOS vision 

sensor of 128×64 resolution to capture the images and performs binary processing 

on a FLASH based FPGA. The authors proposed design principles for VSN in the 

context of a long-lifetime. 

1.4 THE AUTHOR’S RESEARCH FOCUS 

From the related work, it is clear that the focuses of majority of the researchers 

have been on VSN architectures which can achieve low energy consumption in 

order to prolong the lifetime of the VSN [1][63].  Mostly, the VSN solutions are 

specific for particular applications because there is no common mechanism/model 

for discussion and comparison.  In order to fill this gap, this thesis presents an 
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abstract model in the form of a system taxonomy together with a complexity model 

for classification and comparison of different embedded vision systems. This 

comparison can be used to propose generic solutions for the same class of 

embedded vision systems. 

With respect to VSN implementation, generally, researchers employed two 

strategies. In the first strategy, as shown in Figure 1-1 (a), no local processing is 

performed on the VSN and raw data is transmitted to the server for processing. 

This strategy has a smaller design complexity and consumes smaller processing 

energy. However, this strategy consumes greater communication energy because 

of the large amount of data being transmitted [1] [6]. In the second strategy, 

depicted in Figure 1-1 (b), all required vision tasks are performed on the VSN and 

only the final features are transmitted to the server for analysis [24] [26]. This 

strategy consumes smaller communication energy but it consumes greater 

processing energy on the currently available software platforms. On a hardware 

platform, this strategy requires high design complexity [50].  

In comparison to these two strategies, the balanced approach is to partition the 

processing load between the VSN and the server. In relation to this, our focus is to 

explore energy efficient architectures for the VSN by partitioning vision tasks 

between the VSN and the server as well as partitioning tasks on VSN locally 

between software and hardware platforms. The tasks partitioning requires 

transmission of data from a VSN to a server for further processing. The 

intermediate data transmission after data intensive vision tasks could be as high as 

a complete binary image which will result in significant communication energy 

[40][41]. For output data reduction, we have investigated and developed data 

reduction techniques including image coding, change coding and region of interest 

coding. These techniques reduced data beyond the limits of traditional image 

coding methods. 

In relation to VSN implementation, Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) 

based FPGAs are often considered to be inefficient because of greater configuration 

and sleep power [53][68]. However, SRAM based FPGAs are widely used in 

different applications for high performance computing because of newer process  

 

 

(a) 
 

 

 

(b) 

 
 

Figure 1-3. VSN implementation strategies, (a) vision tasks performed on VSN, (b) 

all required vision tasks performed on VSN. 
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technology and ease of use [11][53]. For achieving energy efficient VSN 

architecture related to SRAM based FPGA, techniques including duty cycling and 

low complexity background subtraction have been explored. The investigation of 

the aforementioned techniques will assist in proposing a generalized solution 

which has reduced processing, communication energy consumption and design 

complexity on a hardware reconfigurable platform. The major contributions of this 

thesis are mentioned below. 

1.5 MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS 

In this thesis, the goal is to develop a design matrix that assists in proposing a 

generic, energy efficient and low complexity architecture for a hardware 

implemented VSN. The proposed architecture is required to have flexible design 

which can be adapted easily for a number of applications. 

It is important to note that WVSN covers a large number of systems for 

different applications with varied requirements. Our research is focused on 

particular aspects as shown in Figure 1-4 and discussed in sub-section 1.4.  The 

main contributions of this work are listed below.  

I. Proposed an abstract model/benchmark in the form of a system 

taxonomy together with a complexity model for classification and 

comparison of embedded vision systems. The proposed model will 

assist in developing generic solutions for embedded vision systems.  

II. Proposed and implemented a programmable, energy efficient and 

low complexity VSN architecture based on the vision tasks 

partitioning between sensor node and a server as well as tasks 

partitioning between software and hardware platforms locally on 

the node. The effect of different VSN processing strategies with 

respect to energy consumption, lifetime, resource utilization and 

design complexity is analyzed. In addition to this, an energy 

efficient VSN, based on SRAM’s FPGA, is explored and 

implemented which integrates techniques including duty cycling 

and low complexity background subtraction. 

III. Investigated, and implemented data reduction techniques for 

reducing data beyond limits of conventional image coding 

techniques. This includes development and implementation of 

image coding and new bi-level video codec for a resource 

constrained hardware implemented VSN.  
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Figure 1-4. PhD thesis research contribution. Each contributed paper is represented by a 

symbol P with a respective number. 
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1.6 THESIS OUTLINE 

Chapter 1 provides the introduction, related to the field of wireless vision 

sensor networks, the processing platforms, and related work. The author’s research 

focus is briefly described followed by author’s contribution in the field. Chapter 2 

describes the need for a model which can be used for classification, comparison 

and generalization of VSN solutions. To fill this gap, an abstract model in the form 

of a system taxonomy together with a complexity model is presented. Chapter 3 

presents a system’s specification for developing a wireless solution for industrial 

machine monitoring in order to avert a machine’s failure. Necessary modules such 

as image sensor, memory and processing platforms are explored. In addition to 

this, vision tasks are investigated on software and hardware platforms for the 

target application. Chapter 4 focuses on the architectures for vision sensor nodes. 

Different VSN implementation strategies are analyzed on both software and 

hardware platforms for proposing an energy efficient VSN. After analysis, the 

results on actual hardware by using FLASH based FPGA are presented. In addition 

to this, the needs for data reduction and challenges of VSN associated with SRAM 

based FPGA are discussed. Chapter 5 considers the investigation of different image 

coding methods. In addition to this, a hardware architecture for a newly developed 

bi-level video coding is presented. Chapter 6 focuses on a VSN architecture with a 

bi-level video coding. The proposed VSN is tested on four real applications and 

results are compared against published systems. Chapter 7 focuses on a VSN 

architecture with SRAM based FPGA which are normally considered infeasible for 

duty cycle applications.  The proposed VSN architecture integrates duty cycling 

and low complexity background subtraction. Chapter 8 discusses the thesis 

summary, conclusion, future work and authors’ contribution. Papers which form 

the basis for this research work are listed at the end. 
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2 SYSTEM TAXONOMY AND COMPLEXITY MODEL FOR WIRELESS 

VISION SENSOR NODE 

The current trend in embedded vision systems is to propose bespoke solutions 

for specific problems as each application has different requirement and constraints. 

There is no widely used model or benchmark which aims to facilitate generic 

solutions in embedded vision systems. Providing such a model is a challenging 

task due to a wide number of use cases, environmental factors, and available 

technologies. However, common characteristics can be identified to propose an 

abstract model. Indeed, the majority of vision applications focus on the detection, 

analysis and recognition of objects [2]. These tasks can be reduced to vision 

functions which can be used to characterize the embedded vision systems. Overall, 

the field of embedded vision systems is still immature and there is a need to 

systematize the design of such systems, at least for evaluation, comparison and 

discussion purposes.  

2.1 METHODOLOGY FOR TAXONOMY 

A large number of varied vision systems reported in the literature makes it 

necessary to provide a benchmark or at least an abstract model of embedded vision 

systems which can be used as a reference tool. In order to develop this model, it is 

necessary to thoroughly analyze existing vision systems and identify the problem 

space. We have indeed surveyed a large number of vision systems and found that 

that there is an opportunity to develop an abstract model for an embedded vision 

system. Although we have analyzed many different vision systems, wired and 

wireless, individual standalone vision systems and wireless VSN, for problem 

formulation, our focus is on the embedded vision system, particularly wireless 

VSN. In order to achieve this purpose, we developed a system taxonomy which is 

based on the vision functions and their combination.  

The mechanism that has been adopted in order to develop this model is shown 

in Figure 2-1. The problem space is identified by surveying a number of published 

vision systems and a large number of functions used in WVSN systems were 

extracted from the literature. Similar functions were grouped together to make an 

abstraction of vision functions. The abstracted vision functions are then used to 

develop our proposed system taxonomy. The vision functions are used for 

building the taxonomy because, the majority of embedded vision applications 

focus on target detection, analysis and the recognition of objects present in the field 

of view [2]. The taxonomy building is an iterative process and it can be modified to 

accommodate future developments within the field so there are back and forth 

arrows in Figure 2-1. The taxonomy may not be exhaustive, but, it does cover both 

the fundamental and common vision functions which are required for a wide 

range of VSN vision systems. The proposed taxonomy can be used for the 

classification and comparison of vision systems. 
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Figure 2-1. Problem flow and taxonomy building process. 

 

 

Figure 2-2. Comparison of vision systems. 

When comparing two different vision systems, each of vision system is required to 

be implemented on the other’s architecture as depicted in Figure 2-2. This requires 

a great deal of effort in relation to both the design and its development. In some 

cases, a researcher does not have access to another researcher’s architecture. As the 

number of systems increases for comparison, it becomes less feasible to implement 

all the vision systems. This necessitates the building of a common tool, which can 

facilitate the researchers in both the benchmarking and complexity estimation of 

embedded vision systems. In order to meet this demand, we have proposed an 

abstract model for complexity analysis with the assistance of a system taxonomy.  

In the proposed complexity model, the complexity in terms of arithmetic 

operations and memory requirement of vision functions are investigated by using 

this system taxonomy. The complexity model together with the taxonomy can be 

used for comparison and development of a generic architecture for different classes 

of VSN. Following these characteristics, a system taxonomy is presented for 

embedded vision systems. 

2.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM TAXONOMY 

The proposed taxonomy is shown in Figure 2-3 and a detailed discussion about 

taxonomy formulation can be accessed online [20]. In the proposed taxonomy, 

some of the functions are labelled by capital letters, which are further expanded in 

Figure 2-4 to Figure 2-10. The system taxonomy is grouped into 9 levels including 

data triggering type, data sources, data depth, learning, storage requirement, 

vision processing, post processing, output type and feedback.  
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A VSN is categorized into three types, based on how the system is triggered to 

start processing. In time driven systems, the processing is performed after a certain 

time duration. In event/query driven systems, processing starts when a system is 

triggered by a certain event or query. Periodic systems start processing after a fixed 

duration of time. The system can receive data using three types of sources 

including: area scan, line scan or from another system. Images can be captured in 

binary, grey scale or in colour format. Conversion from one format to another 

would require additional resources. Therefore, a better strategy is to capture the 

image in the relevant format. For some applications, the systems learn about the 

environment in order to adapt to it, while, in some applications, there is no need 

for learning. Similarly, there could be a requirement for storage in some systems in 

order to store frames e.g. for subtraction, for temporal filtering or for template 

matching, while in others, there is no requirement of storage.  

The vision processing level in Figure 2-3 shows the abstraction of vision 

functions which, while not exhaustive, include typical processing functions 

required for VSN. After the processing level, post processing occurs, which 

includes functions for the reformatting of data i.e. compression algorithms in order 

to make the output data suitable for communication purposes. Note that in 

general, functions have an alternative path, which is able to circumvent them, in 

order to show that they might not be required for some VSNs. A VSN is also 

characterized by the output type it produces. The output can be a matrix, vector, 

scalar or flag which can be sent directly to the user or can be used for feedback. In 

some applications, feedback can produce better results as compared to a system 

without feedback [42].  

To illustrate the use of this taxonomy, one experimental system [41] is mapped 

on this taxonomy as shown by the dashed line Figure 2-3. The following section 

will provide an evaluation of our proposed taxonomy.  The proposed taxonomy is 

evaluated against the published systems. 

2.2.1 Evaluation of Taxonomy  

Taxonomy evaluation is a challenging task due to the large number of 

influencing factors, many of which are difficult to quantify. The outcome of such 

an evaluation is mostly a subjective judgment. However, it is necessary to conduct 

an educated discussion about this judgment. Our objective is to obtain quantitative 

parameters to grade our proposed taxonomy in relation to different vision systems. 

These parameters will show how suitable the taxonomy is and how well it covers 

existing vision systems. The published vision system’s flow is compared with the 

taxonomy flow. The evaluation mechanism as shown in Figure 2-11 was based on 

two parameters: 1) functions presence and 2) the ordering of functions in the 

taxonomy in relation to the actual vision system ordering [75]. 
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Figure 2-3. Taxonomy of vision system. The 
associated functions with labels are shown in Figure 
2-4 to Figure 2-9. 
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Figure 2-4. Storage in vision systems. 
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Figure 2-5. Segmentation in vision systems. 

                                             

Figure 2-6. Filtering in vision systems. 
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Figure 2-7. Intensity transformation in vision systems. 

 

Figure 2-8. Spatial transformation in vision systems. 
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Figure 2-9. Mathematical transformation in  vision systems. 

 

 

Figure 2-10. Post processing. 

The taxonomy is graded I when there are no missing functions in the taxonomy 
compared to the vision system under study. Grade II is assigned when one to two 
functions are missing, III is assigned when three or four functions are missing, and 
finally grade IV is assigned when more than four functions are missing in the 
taxonomy. Another parameter to evaluate is the ordering of functions in the 
taxonomy in comparison to the system’s actual flow. We have allocated four levels 
to this criterion including fully ordered (grade A), partially ordered (grade B), half 
ordered (grade C) and not ordered (grade D). This is shown in Figure 2-11 (b). The 
taxonomy is fully ordered when the flow of the vision functions for any vision 
system is similar to the flow of the functions derived from the taxonomy. 

 

(a) 
 

(b) 
Presence of Functions Grading 

I    = (No function  missing) 
II   = (1-2 functions missing) 
III  = (3-4 functions missing) 
IV  = ( > 4  functions missing) 

Order of functions 

A=Fully order 
B=Partially order 
C=Half Order 
D=No Order 

Figure 2-11.  Evaluation criteria of Taxonomy. 
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The taxonomy is partially ordered when the vision system under study follows 
the taxonomy flow, except for some additional functions in between the ordered 
functions of the investigated system. Half ordered grade is assigned when the 
taxonomy can be fully or partially ordered by shifting one or two vision functions 
of taxonomy to bring an order similar to the investigated system. Finally, a no 
ordering grade is allocated when more than two functions are required to bring 
half/full order. 

An evaluation of the taxonomy [75] shows that the taxonomy’s vision functions 
provide a good coverage of the vision systems reported in the literature. The 
system taxonomy covers 95 percent of the investigated systems in which either no 
function is missing or at most 2 functions are missing in the taxonomy. With 
regards to ordering, it was reported that the taxonomy has A and B grades for 60 
percent of the systems and C and D grades for the remaining 40 percent.  

The system taxonomy, indeed, is not intended to show the exact flow of the 
functions rather it shows the functionality of the vision systems.  For example, 
filtering is a function which may be implemented before segmentation or after 
segmentation, depending on the requirement of the application, and this 
variability will always be present depending on the application. Nonetheless, it is 
useful to provide a taxonomy for embedded vision systems in the form of an 
abstract model which can be used for discussion and improvement of current 
solutions. It will assist in proposing generic architectures for different grades or 
classes of embedded vision systems. 

Following on from the system taxonomy, the complexity analysis of vision 
functions used in the system taxonomy is presented.  

2.3 COMPLEXITY MODEL 

The complexity analysis is a challenging task due to the large number of 
influencing factors such as the specific requirements of an application, the number 
of vision functions and the external environment. There is no standard definition 
in relation to measuring the vision system complexity. In this work, we have 
investigated both the arithmetic complexity and the memory requirements of the 
vision functions employed in different classes of VSN systems with the assistance 
of the system taxonomy. The complexity analysis for some of the vision functions 
depends both on the application and on the incoming data from the previous stage.  

Therefore, the absolute parameter for complexity measurements is a 
challenging task and it is not intuitive to draw quantitative conclusions. In these 
cases, we have analyzed and discussed the suitability of the functions for VSNs. 
Other parameters, such as registers and latency are design dependent. The abstract 
model of complexity analysis is provided in Table 2-1. This complexity model can 
be used together with the system taxonomy for classification, comparison and 
complexity estimation of vision systems, implemented on VSNs. 
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Table 2-1. An Abstract complexity model of vision functions for VSN. 

 Functions 

 

Line memory 

 

Frame 

memory 

Arithmetic operations 

 

Comments 

 

Data 

triggering 
N.A. N.A. N.A. Depending on the 

application, 
triggering can be 
selected.  

Data 

sources 

W 

H 

W 

H 

W 

H 

W is width and H is 
image height. 
Scaling of  W×H 
affect mem. and 
arithmetic 
operation. 

Data depth b 

 

b 
 

b 
 

b is bits per pixel. 
Scaling b affects the 
complexity. 

Colour 

transforms 

mem=bits×9, 
where bits is 
coefficient bits 
width  and 9 
are 
coefficients. 

N.A. RGB to YCrCb 
conversion require 
W×H×9 multiplications 
and W×H×6 
additions/subtractions. 

Depending on the 
application, images 
can be captured in 
binary, grey scale or 
colour format.  

Learning Application 
and algorithm 
dependent. 

Application 
and algorithm 
dependent. 

Application and 
algorithm dependent 

Offline classifier 
with online training 
is preferable [44] . 

Frame 

storage 
N.A. mem =W×H×b 

bits.  
N.A. Memory size 

depends on the pixel 
and image 
resolution. 

Frame 

subtraction 
Size depends 
on the 
background 
modelling 
technique. 

Frame storage 
is required.  

Technique dependent. 
Simple frame 
subtraction of size W×H, 

require W×H 

additions/subtractions. 

Static background or 
generated using 
modelling technique 
is used. 

Segmenta-

tion         
Threshold. N.A. N.A. Complete image require 

W×H logical operations. 
Thresholding is 
used for simple 
cases. 

Adaptive 
Threshold. 
 
 
 
 
 

mem=                

[(n-1)·W·b] bits 
where n is the 
num. of 
neighbour. 
rows  

N.A. A technique based on a 
neighbourhood of n×n 

requires n.n additions, 1 
division and 1 
comparison is required. 

Complete image 
require W×H×n×n 

add., W×H divs. and 

comp. required. 

Edge based* mem=                 

[(n-1)·W·b] bits 
 

N.A. Filter mask of m×n, 
requires mn additions, 
mn multiplications.  

Filtering an image 
W×H, with a mask 
m×n, requires 
W×H×m×n adds. and 
W×H×m×n mults.  
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 Functions 

 

Line memory 

 

Frame 

memory 

Arithmetic operations 

 

Comments 

 

Region 
based 

Size depends 
on the 
selection of 
seed region. 

Size depends 
on the 
selection of 
seed region. 

Complexity depends on 
the selection of seed and 
order in which pixels 
and region are 
examined. 

These techniques 
requires much   
computational time..  

Watershed*  Internal 
memory 
required 
depending on 
technique 
used. 

mem =W×H×b 

bits. 
Depends on the 
technique such as 
immersion/flooding 
based and toboggan.  

Having efficient 
techniques but still 
not suitable for real-
time. 

Filtering         
Linear 
spatial 

mem=           

[(n-1)·W·b] bits 

 

N.A. The avg. filtering mask 
requires m×n adds. and 1 
divs. and weighted avg. 
requires mults, adds. 
and div. 

For complete image, 
multiply image size 
with mask such as, 
for averaging 
W×H×m×n adds., 
W×H divs. 

Order 
statistic 

mem=              

[(n-1)·W·b] bits 

 

N.A. The complexity of these 
filters depends on the 
selection of window size 
and the sorting 
algorithm.  

The bit level 
implementation is 
usually better for 
hardware. 

Binary 
Morphology 

mem=                

[(n-1)·W·b] bits 

 

N.A. Erosion and dilation 
with a mask m×n require 

m×n operations 
(AND/OR).  

The run time 
complexity of 
dilation of two 
images is O(WH).   

Grey scale 
Morphology 

mem=            

[(n-1)·W·b] bits 

 

N.A. Dilation and erosion 
algorithms have runtime 
complexity of O(WHn) 
where n is roughly the 
number of points on the 
boundary of flat 
structuring elements.  

Mathematical 
morphology is 
extended to grey 
scale images which 
is based on the 
notion of minimum 
and maximum.  

Labelling memtot=memBUF

+memLOOKUP+m

emDATA  (see  
Eq. 2-2) 

In classical 
approach. 
mem =W×H×b 

bits. 

Arithmetic complexity 
depends on the 
algorithm, image size 
and number of objects in 
the image.  

Single pass is 
preferred for real 
time component 
labelling [43].  

Feature 

extraction 

memarea=log2N2

×no of objects. 
memcog=(2·(s_n
umbits)+S_dinbit

s)×no of 
objects. 
membbox=log2(
max(Ri,Ci))×no 
of objects. 
 
 

N.A. Complexity 
requirements involved 
in feature calculation 
depend on the number 
and size of objects.  

Different types of 
features include 
position, width, 
height, bounding 
box, area and centre 
of gravity [43]. 
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 Functions 

 

Line memory 

 

Frame 

memory 

Arithmetic operations 

 

Comments 

 

Classifica-

tion 
Application 
and machine 
learning 
algorithm 
dependent 

Application 
and machine 
learning 
algorithm 
dependent 

This field is still at an 
immature stage so it is a 
challenging task to give 
absolute complexity.  

SVM is suitable for 
on-node operation 
due to its low 
arithmetic 
complexity [45]. 

Recognition Depends on 
design. 

Depends on 
the number of 
objects, 
training 
samples and 
algorithm. 

The runtime complexity 
depends on the number 
of poses which can be 
reduced to gain the 
speed.  

To avoid design 
complexities, it is 
better to use 
standard software 
packages.  

Tracking Application 
and learning 
algorithm and 
objects 
dependent 

Application 
and learning 
algorithm and 
objects 
dependent 

Tracking algorithms can 
be simplified by 
imposing constraints on 
the motion and 
appearance of the 
objects.  

Light weight 
algorithms are 
developed with 
certain constraints.  

Intensity 

transforms 
Histograms 
mem=2L·bw  

where 

bw=log2(W·H) 
and bw is bits 
for W·H pixels 
and L is 
intensity 
levels. 

N.A. Complexity depends on 
the technique such as 
piecewise linear 
transform, or histogram 
processing being 
selected.  

These spatial 
domain processing 
are computationally 
efficient and require 
less resources for 
implementation.  

Spatial 

transforms 
Memory 
buffers 
required 
depending on 
the technique. 

mem =W×H×b 

bits.  
In case of 
multiple 
rotation and 
image 
registration. 

The arithmetic 
complexity depends on 
the operations 
performed. 

This transform 
includes matrix 
transposes, image 
rotation, scaling and 
registration.  

Maths 

transforms 
        

Fast Fourier 

Transform 
Memory 
buffers 
required 
depending on 
the design. 

mem =W×H×b 

bits.  
For 
coefficients 
storage 

mem 

=2((W×H)/2)×b

itcoeff 

Direct implementation 
of DFT requires (WH)2 

operations while FFT 
reduce it to WHlogWH  
operations. 

Fast algorithms like 
radix-2m, FPA and 
FHT are good 
candidates in real 
time systems. 

Discrete 

Cosine 

Transform 

memcoeff=bits×N

×N where bits 
is coefficient 
bits and N×N 
is pixel block. 
mempro= 
N×W×b 

mem =W×H×b 

bits.  
In the case of 
parallel block 
processing. 

Direct implementation 
of  2-D 8×8 DCT requires 
1024 multiplications and 
896 additions. 

memcoef is memory for 
pre-computed 
coefficients and 
mempro is memory for 
processing. 
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 Functions 

 

Line memory 

 

Frame 

memory 

Arithmetic operations 

 

Comments 

 

Discrete 

Wavelet 

Transform 

mem=L×N×b 
where L is the  
number of 
rows, N is the  
number of 
pixels.  

mem =W×H×b 

bits. 
The arithmetic 
complexity depends on 
the method being 
selected.  

There are different 
implementation 
methods. Lifting 
based is a widely 
used method.  

Hough 

Transform 
Memory 
buffers 
required for 
intermediate 
operations. 

mem =W×H×b 

bits. 
W×H×r×2×sqrt 

(W2×H2) ×K 
Where r is 
ratio of 
nonzero pixels 
in a binary 
image and K is 
number of 
angles [46]. 

For calculating 10% 
feature points by using   
Eq. 2-1, an image size of 
256×256 requires 2.3M 
multiplications and 
1.1M adders with an 
angle of 180o using a 
voting algorithm.  

The Hough 
transform requires 
complex 
computations. Some 
efficient solutions 
include line based, 
multplierless, 
Incremental [46] and 
a Hough transform 
using convolution. 

Post 

Processing 
        

Lossy 
compression 

Depends on 
the IP cores 
being used.  

Depends on 
the IP cores 
being used.  

Lossy compression is 
based on DCT and DWT 
which are discussed 
above.  

 IP core are 
preferred because of 
the availability.  

Lossless 
compression 

Depends on 
the IP cores 
being used.  

Depends on 
the IP cores 
being used.  

Depends on the 
algorithm and image 
contents as well as 
image size. 

 

Note: * The memory requirements for edge based segmentation are given for techniques involving 
local processing. The memory requirements for edge based segmentation involving global processing 
are given in the column for Hough transforms. The memory requirements for watershed segmentation 
are given for techniques involving morphological watersheds. 

The Eq. 2-1 is used in Table 2-1 with the Hough transform, while Eq. 2-2 is used 
with labelling. 

θy+θx=y)ρ(x, sincos  Eq. 2-1 

DATALOOKUPBUFtotal mem+mem+mem=mem  Eq. 2-2 

where ( ) C)+CC+(CC=mem colmaxBUF ⋅1log2 , DATALOOKUP mem=mem ,                   

( ))(R)(=memDATA 2log 2 ⋅  

In Eq.2, C represents column, R represents Row, CCmax is the maximum number of 
connected components, CCcol  is the number of label collisions and +1 is because the 
0 is a preoccupied label [43]. Following this, we will investigate a number of 
systems as a case study in order to provide a comparison of the vision systems. For 
this purpose, we will use the system taxonomy to identify a common class of 
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systems with respect to the experimental system. After classification, a complexity 
model is used for resource estimation and then the vision systems are compared 
for implementation on a single generic architecture on a hardware platform. The 
description of the case study is now provided. 

2.3.1 Case study for taxonomy and complexity model 

To demonstrate the use of the system taxonomy and complexity model, a vision 
system [41], which we have developed for failure prediction of industrial 
machines, is selected as a reference system. The main focus in this system is to 
develop image processing/analysis methods to automatically detect magnetic 
particles, which are detached from machines and then transmit the information of 
these particles over a wireless link to the user. The vision function flow is shown in 
Figure 2-12. This system is classified by using the system taxonomy, depicted by 
means of a dashed line in Figure 2-3. After the system classification, the complexity 
of vision functions is analyzed with the assistance of the complexity model of Table 
2-1 and the outcome of this analysis is concluded in Table 2-2. After the 
classification and complexity analysis of the reference system, the system is 
compared with other published systems.  

2.3.1.1 Target architecture 

The target architecture is presented in Figure 2-13 which includes a CMOS 
Imaging sensor, MT9V032, which can be programmed through an I2C interface for 
different resolutions in real time. The camera has a maximum clock frequency of 
27 MHz and is able to produce 60 frames per second. For vision processing, the 
Xilinx Spartan6 XC6SLX9L FPGA [11] is selected, which has 5720 logics, having 32, 
18Kbits block rams and 90 Kbits distributed rams. The vision functions include 
capturing, background subtraction, segmentation, filtering and G4 compression. A 
serial flash memory [11] of 64 Mbits is used for background storage. For handling 
transmission, a software platform SENTIO32 [41] is used.  

In the proposed target architecture, the FPGA has 12.5 mW static power and a 
dynamic power of 16.92 mW for the design, which includes algorithms such as 
background subtraction, filtering to remove noise, segmentation and compression. 
AVR32 micro-controller which is used for handling communication has 77.5 mW 
active power, the camera has 160 mW and the radio transceiver has 132 mW. By 
evaluating this architecture with MICROSEMI AGL600V5 FPGA [10], a lifetime of 
approximately 5 years can be achieved for a sample period of 5 minutes [50].  

In section 2.3.1.2, we will identify systems with similar requirements to the 
reference system with the assistance of taxonomy and will evaluate the target 
architecture for their implementations. In this manner, a single generic architecture 
can be identified/proposed for systems with similar requirements. 
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Figure 2-12. Algorithm flow of different VSN processing strategies. 

Table 2-2. Arithmetic complexity and memory estimation of reference VSN. 

Functions 

 

Line 

memory 

Frame memory 

 

Arithmetic 

operations 

Comments 

 
Data 
triggering 

N.A. N.A. N.A. Time driven. 

Data sources H  = 640 

W = 400 

H  = 640 

W = 400 
N.A. Area scan, 640×400. 

Data depth b   = 8 bits. b   = 8 bits. b   = 8 bits. Grey scale, 8 bits. 

Frame storage N.A. mem=640×400×8
=2048000 bits. 

N.A. N.A. 

Frame 
subtraction 

N.A. N.A. 640×400= 256000 
subtractions/ad
ditions. 

Background image is stored 
in flash memory. 

Segmentation  N.A. N.A. 640×400= 256000 
comparison 
operations. 

Manual thresholding is 
used. 

Filtering 

Binary 

Morphology  

mem=[(3-
1).640.1] = 
1280 bits.  
mem=[(3-
1).640.1] = 
1280 bits.  

N.A. 640×400×9 = 
2304000 AND 
operations. 
640×400×9 = 
2304000 OR 
operations. 

For a mask of 3×3 being 
used, 2 line buffers are 
required for dilation and 2 
for erosion. 

Post 
Processing  

Lossless 

compression 

mem=[3.64
0.1] = 1920 
bits       3 
line 
buffers for 
coding 
and   
Internal 
memory 
are 
required 
for storing 
2(27)+ 
2(64)+13 
Huffman 
codes. 

N.A. The G4 is used 
which includes 
arithmetic 
operations for 
run length 
coding and 
entropy.  

Objects are in a white colour 
and the background is black 
so bi-level G4 compression 
scheme is used, which is a 
lossless compression 
method. 
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Figure 2-13. Target architecture of VSN. 

2.3.1.2 Comparison mechanism of vision systems 

A comparison of different vision solutions is essential for the improvement of 
the current research work. In a traditional method of comparison, the systems 
under consideration must be implemented on each other’s architecture. Suppose 
we have selected six sample systems (V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, and V6). The system V1, 
selected as the reference system must be compared with the other five systems. In 
the traditional approach, depicted by Figure 2-14, five systems (V2, V3, V4, V5, and 
V6) must be implemented on the reference system’s architecture. Similarly, the 
reference vision system is required to be implemented on the corresponding 
architectures of the five vision systems. This requires a significant amount of 
design effort and time. When the reference system is changed, the aforementioned 
process is repeated once more. It means that for comparing N systems, (N-1)2 

implementations are required. By employing the system taxonomy and complexity 
model for comparison, the need for actual implementation can be circumvented. 
This approach is depicted in Figure 2-15. The six systems (V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, and 
V6), are firstly classified by using the system taxonomy to identify systems with 
similar functionality with regards to reference system V1. Assuming that the 
systems V5 and V6, have a different functionality, therefore, these two systems are 
dropped from any further investigation. 

V
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V
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V
6

 
Figure 2-14. Comparison of vision systems using traditional approach. 
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Figure 2-15. Comparison of vision systems using system taxonomy and complexity model. 

After classification, the complexity model is used to generate complexity 
parameters i.e. arithmetic complexity, memory resources and device selection i.e. 
processing platform, radio transceiver and micro-controller for control functions. 
After the comparison, a single generic architecture can be proposed or an existing 
architecture can be employed for real implementation. In this case study, an actual 
vision system V1 [41]  is compared with the other five systems (V2 [45], V3 [30], V4 
[52], V5 [23], and V6 [32]) by using our proposed approach of Figure 2-15. We need 
to identify the systems which have similar functionality with respect to system V1. 
After this, the complexity model is used to estimate the resources and then a single 
generic architecture is evaluated for these systems.   

• Systems classification 

The systems are firstly classified by using the system taxonomy, based on those 
systems having a common functionality being grouped into one class. By looking 
at all six systems, it is concluded that systems V2 [45], V3 [30], V4 [52] have a 
similar functionality with respect to V1 [41]. The common functionality includes 
the classification of objects on binary data. In such systems common pre-processing 
vision functions include background subtraction, segmentation, spatial filtering. 
After segmentation, the data is in binary format. The binary data will facilitate the 
use of simple algorithms and will assist in a reduction of latency and hardware 
resource requirements [53]. The binary data can be processed further on the VSN 
or it can be transmitted in compressed format to the server for further processing.  

It is preferable to move the post segmentation tasks i.e. labeling, feature 
extraction and classification, etc. to a server and send compressed data from a 
VSN. This strategy will reduce both the energy consumption and the design 
complexity because the complex tasks are moved to a generalized platform, the 
server, which has reduced constraints and ready to use libraries. In addition to this, 
this strategy will enable the development of a generic architecture for VSN because 
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in many applications the pre-segmentation tasks are similar and post segmentation 
tasks are different and complex in nature. By using this strategy, a server can have 
the flexibility to select a range of vision tasks for handling different applications.  

In relation to systems’ comparison, the system V3 [30] is placed in this group 
because its vision functions are similar to those of the reference system V1, but, 
background storage is not used by the authors. This is, however, required for 
actual implementation because foreground objects need to be isolated from the 
background. The vision systems V5 [23] and V6 [32], are dropped from further 
investigation because in V5 [23], the background is updated periodically and in V6 
[32], the image is not segmented into binary form. 

• Resource estimation 

Following the system classification, the resource requirements for the systems 
are estimated by using the complexity model. After this, the Xilinx synthesis tool 
called ISE [11] is used to generate the resource information i.e. logic and memory 
for Xilinx FPGA device [11]. The arithmetic operations are converted into logics 
per sample e.g. for subtraction with 8 bits per pixel, 9 logics are required and the 
total logics of the design include logics for arithmetic, synchronization and 
compression. The logics used for the synchronization of data are considered to be 
similar for systems when the pixel depth and line size are similar, otherwise, they 
were obtained separately from the synthesis tool. The line memory (L_M), frame 
memory (F_M) and logics are in close proximity with respect to the reference 
system V1 resources. Therefore, the systems are evaluated for implementation on a 
single architecture. 

• Evaluation on single generic architecture 

Following the resource estimation, the investigated systems are evaluated for 
implementation on a single generic architecture. We can develop a new 
architecture or can use the existing architecture of sub-section 2.3.1.1 which is 
suitable for all of these systems. In these systems, the approach used by the system 
V1 can be employed in which object classification is performed on binary data. In 
Table 2-3, the percentage of resources used by each system is given with respect to 
the resources of architecture, presented in sub-section 2.3.1.1. The proposed 
architecture has 5720 logics, 32, 18Kbits block rams and 90 Kbits distributed rams. 
The systems V1 [41], V2 [45], V3 [30], V4 [52], have resource requirements within 
the range of the architecture’s resources and can therefore be implemented on the 
target architecture. The performance parameters of different systems, given in 
Table 2-3, show that the system V1 has a greater sampling pixel frequency of 
15.2 MHz. The pixel frequencies for other systems are given for their respective 
older implementations, which can be scaled to 15.2 MHz when implemented on 
the architecture of sub-section 2.3.1.1. 
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Table 2-3.Cost and performance parameters of different systems. 

Systems 

/image 

size 

L_M 

(bits) 

F_M 

(bits) 

Arith. 

Ops. 

Logic 

used 

% 

L_M 

% 

F_M 

% 

logic 

Max. 

FPS 

Max. 

Pixel 

freq 

(MHz) 

Imp. 

On 

prop. 

Arch.? 

V1[41]  

(640×400) 
4480 2048000 5120000 1873 4.9 3.2 32 59.5 15.2 √ 

V2[45] 

 640×480) 
1920 7372800 614400 1221 2.1 11.5 21 25 7.6 √ 

V3[30]        

(320×240) 
960 0 384000 1824 1.0 0.0 31 N.A. N.A. √ 

V4[52]  

(640x480) 
1920 7372800 614400 1221 2.1 11.5 21 1.3 0.4 √ 

V5[23]    

(128×128) 
N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.1 0.06 × 

V6[32]  

(640×480) 
N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 5.7 1.7 × 

 
This demonstrates that with the assistance of our proposed approach, the 

system can be classified and compared without the need for actual 
implementation. The comparison can be used to propose a generic architecture for 
the same class of systems. 
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3 EVALUATED HARDWARE AND APPLICATIONS 

In this chapter, a specification for developing a wireless VSN system for 
monitoring of industrial machine is provided. A VSN is required to continuously 
monitor a hydraulic machine for failure detection. The failure prediction 
information is reported to a user over a wireless link. A detailed description is 
given in following sub-sections. 

Wireless solutions have many advantages such as reduced system, 
infrastructure and maintenance costs [34]. The system would also have greater 
flexibility of mobility which is particularly useful for applications in which a 
device under monitoring is frequently moved from its original location. Different 
components required for such wireless monitoring VSN are presented.  

3.1 IMAGE SENSOR 

Common sensor technologies include Charge Coupled Device (CCD) and 
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS). The CCD has low noise, and 
high image uniformity. The CMOS normally has a low power consumption, larger 
dynamic range, smaller area and faster operation. In this work, CMOS active-pixel 
image sensors (MT9V032 and MT9V011) from Aptina [13] are used. The sensors 
can be operated in the default mode or can be programmed for frame size, 
exposure, gain setting and other parameters. In default mode, MT9V032 has a 60 
frames per second (FPS) with a resolution of 752×480, having a frequency of 
27 MHz and MT9V011 has 30 FPS with a resolution of 640×480, having a maximum 
frequency of 27 MHz. MT9V032 has 320 mW at maximum data rate with a supply 
V of 3.3 and MT9V011 has 70 mW at maximum data rate with a supply voltage of 
2.8 V [13]. 

3.2 PROCESSING PLATFORMS 

Different potential VSN software and hardware platforms are discussed in sub-
section 1.2 . The software platform used in this work is a SENTIO32 [64] which has 
been developed in Mid Sweden university for wireless sensor networks 
applications. SENTIO32 has an AVR32, a 32 bit micro-controller [14], embedded 
with an IEEE 802.15.4 compliant CC2520 transceiver [16]. AVR32 has 32bit RISC 
MCU and has only 77.5 mW power consumption when running at 60MHz. 
SENTIO32 has 256KB flash, and a 32KB SRAM. It has a low sleep power 
consumption of 60μA when only a 32 KHz clock is running. For measurement, the 
power consumption of the entire SENIO32 is measured and in the simulation part, 
power values are estimated from a data sheet for AVR21 and a radio transceiver. In 
order to calculate the execution time on the software platform, a high signal was 
sent to one of the output pins of the SENTIO32 at the initiation of the vision task 
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and this was then returned to low at the completion of the task. During this 
operation a time stamp was recorded using the logic analyzer. 

For the analysis of VSN on hardware platforms, Xilinx Spartan6 XC6SLX9L 
FPGA [11] was used because it has sufficient logic cells to accommodate each of the 
VSN processing strategies. For real implementations, two FPGAs, namely, 
MICROSEMI AGL600V5 FPGA [10] and Xilinx Spartan-6 LX45 and LX16 [11] 
FPGA were used. For the final implementation and proof of concepts, the VSN 
architecture was implemented on a SENTIOF platform [87]. SENTIOF is a variation 
of SENTIO32 and it integrates an AVR32 micro-controller, Spartan-6 FPGA, a 4 MB 
SRAM, a 64 Mb FLASH memory and a CC2520 RF transceiver that operates at the 
2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 band. 

The processing time for each vision task on the hardware platform is calculated 
by using Eq. 3-1. 

fLt)+Ls)+(Col(Row= /T ×  (sec) Eq. 3-1 

where Lt is the latency of each task, f is frequency, Row represent rows, Col 
represents columns and Ls represents low line sync.  

3.3 COMMUNICATION 

There are many wireless standards that provide flexible wireless 
communication such as RFID (Radio-frequency identification), Bluetooth, 
Bluetooth ULP (Ultra low power, known as Wibree), Zigbee, IrDA (Infrared Data 
Association) and high-speed communication technologies based on Ultra Wide 
Band (UWB) radio.  RFID, Bluetooth and UWB are suitable for applications with 
short-range requirements, typically within a range of less than 10 meters. For 
industrial and infrastructure applications, the radio range could be up to a 
hundred meters. The power consumption is also a critical factor in such 
applications as sensors are battery powered. In such applications, radio 
technologies are usually based on IEEE 802.15.4 standards and the Zigbee protocol 
[37]. 

 For the communication purposes, we have mainly used a SENTIO32 or 
SENTIOF platforms which have an integrated CC2520 [16] RF transceiver. The 
CC2520 RF transceiver transmits data by using the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol (Zigbee), 
with a data rate of 250 Kbps. In the implementation part, the transmission time 
associated with the CC2520 RF transceiver is measured whereas in the simulation 
part, transmission time is calculated according to Eq. 3-2. This is specifically 
mentioned with each case analysis. The time spent on transmitting the results to 
the server is calculated by using the specification of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol and 
is given in Eq. 3-2. 

 10192103219T_802.15.4 -6-6
××× +)+(X=  (sec) Eq. 3-2 
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where X is the number of bytes transmitted, 19 bytes are the overhead involved 
due to the header information, 32 μsec is the processing time of one byte while 192 
μsec is the settling time of the radio transceiver. The power consumption of the 
analysis part is based on values from the datasheet whereas for the implementation 
part, the power consumption is measured. 

For investigation of bi-level compression schemes with high data rate 
transceiver, we have used an IEEE 802.11 complaint transceiver with 2 Mbps 
because a radio transceiver based on the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol has smaller data 
rates. Therefore, in order to analyze the effect on the energy consumption with 
greater data rate transceiver, we have employed a RN-171[17] transceiver which is 
based on the IEEE 802.11 protocol (WiFi). This will assist in determining a 
compression scheme that is suitable for different types of transmission scenarios. 
For calculating the transmission time on the IEEE 802.11 compliant transceiver, we 
have used a transmission model [77]. The transmission time, T_IEEE_802.11 in Eq. 
3-3 is calculated according to the specifications of the IEEE 802.11 protocol. 

  
8288

192T_802.11
R

)(X+
+=

×
 

 (μsec)             Eq. 3-3 

where 192 μsec is related to the long preamble type and  288 bits are the header 
overhead; X is the data in bytes and R is the data rate. The RN-171 [17] has a 
typical power consumption of 379 mW. The wakeup time of the IEEE 802.11 
complaint transceiver is high but, with the advancement in technology, the gap is 
reducing to the level of the IEEE 802.15.4. Thus, it has enabled battery operated 
applications to use WiFi [76].  It is worth mentioning that the selection of the 
transceiver depends on the specific requirements of the application but here, for 
proof of concept, we selected one with a smaller data rate and another with greater 
data rate. 

3.4 MEMORY MODULE 

Depending on the application, volatile memory especially Static Random 
Access Memory (SRAM), Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory 
(SDRAM) [4][32] or non-volatile memory such as FLASH [50] is required for data 
storage. In this work, we have used FLASH memory and/or the internal memory 
of a microcontroller for storing the background image. Following this, the target 
applications are discussed. 

3.5 APPLICATIONS 

The four applications are described here. The two applications, people detection 
and remote meter reading, are selected from the literature whereas other two 
applications, bird detection and industrial machine monitoring are related to 
research  projects of Mid Sweden university, Sweden. For analysis purposes, 
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industrial machine monitoring system is used. The study is then extended to 
include other applications including remote meter reading, people counting and 
bird detection.  

3.5.1 Remote meter reading 

In remote meter reading [6], a camera is installed to monitor the meter and to 
transmit the information of counter digits to the receiver. This will assist the 
service providers in reducing the cost of hiring meter reading operators and will 
lead to an increased accuracy because this process is not sensitive to human 
judgment. In addition to this, it can assist users to remotely monitor their current 
energy consumption.  

3.5.2 People counting 

People counting is usually performed by using ray-trapping with fixed 
photocells and illuminators or by using techniques which involve PIR sensors, 
pressure sensors and thermal sensors. The battery operated, wireless camera based 
system offers another alternative for people counting. This solution is compact and 
has the added advantage of surveillance over other alternatives [40]. As discussed 
[40] that this application is limited to people counting instead of full-fledged 
detection. 

3.5.3 Bird/eagle detection 

The bird interaction with wind turbines and their mortality has become one of 
the major ecological drawbacks in relation to the renewable power generation from 
wind. The wind turbines are of particular threat to a rare bird, namely the golden 
eagle. An investigation report [61] showed that the wind turbines in Altamont 
Pass, California, USA, alone, are responsible for killing 75 to 116 golden eagles 
annually. In bird detection, our focus is on the detection of the golden eagle. 

3.5.4 Industrial machine monitoring 

In this application, an industrial machine is monitored for detecting magnetic 
particles in flowing liquid. Such automatic detection is crucial for failure detection 
in machinery. After a certain amount of time, the hydraulic systems used in 
industry can become worn out. The failure of hydraulic motors can be predicted by 
means of detection of magnetic particles which have detached from an engine and 
fall in oil when machine’s health is deteriorating. At present time, this is monitored 
manually, for which the machine is required to be stopped. Stopping the machine 
for inspection also reduces the production rate in addition to the labour and time 
costs involved. If VSNs can detect particles in the oil flowing in the hydraulic 
machine and send data to the user over the wireless link while the machine is 
running, then this would be an entirely new scenario for the manufacturers of 
hydraulic motors.  
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To measure the particles in the setup, two algorithms have been developed for 
VSN both on software and hardware platforms. The two algorithms are a pixel 
based algorithm and an object based algorithm. Both algorithms are first simulated 
in MATLAB and then evaluated on software and hardware platforms. Figure 3-1 
(a) shows the flow of the pixel based algorithm while Figure 3-1 (b) shows the flow 
of the object based method. The following is a detailed discussion of the vision 
tasks for detecting magnetic particles in a flowing liquid. 

3.6 INVESTIGATED VISION TASKS 

3.6.1 Image capture 

 For this particular application, the camera is programmed through an I2C 
interface for a required resolution. The frame sync is high for the whole frame, the 
line sync is high for each row and then low for a given duration (32 pixels). 

3.6.2 Pre-processing  

Pre-processing includes background subtraction. In an object based method, 
employed only on a software platform, the background is generated in real time by 
using a spatial filter which is an averaging filter of 21×21 masks. An averaging 
filter with a mask of 21×21 used for background generation was taking 5 minutes 
on the software platform, which is not realistic for the implementation of the VSN. 
Instead of this approach, it was preferred to store the background image in the 
FLASH memory. For a subtraction operation the current frame is subtracted from 
the background frame in order to detect objects which could be magnetic particles 
or some flowing bubbles. 

3.6.3 Segmentation 

The process of spatial partitioning of an image into mutually exclusive 
connected image regions is known as image segmentation [33]. Typical 
segmentation algorithms are thresholding and clustering, boundary detection and 
region growing. In this work, thresholding has been used because of its smooth 
background for the investigated applications. The resulting image after 
segmentation is a binary image. 

a 
b 

 

 

 
 

Segmentation
Image 
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Figure 3-1. VSN algorithm flow to measure particles. (a) Pixel based method  (b) Object 
based method. 
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3.6.4 Morphology 

The morphological operation used in this algorithm is erosion followed by 
dilation with a mask of 3x3.This type of processing requires a processing mask or 
kernel which defines the operation. Figure 3-2 (B) shows the memory architecture 
that provides the necessary storage of the previous pixel values in order to 
facilitate the sliding window shown in Figure 3-2 (A). The line buffers must hold 
the pixels of a row. In the figure, Pij represents the pixel data at the i-th row and j-
th column in the neighbourhood. The size of each element in this buffer depends 
on the dynamic range of the pixel.  

3.6.5 Bubble Remover  

For a particle detection system, unwanted objects are removed by using a 
bubble remover task which is basically a spatial domain low pass filtering. In the 
object based method, bubbles as well as particles are treated as objects at the initial 
stage and the bubbles are removed after the classification stage. Bubbles can be 
removed by comparing the area and location of objects in the current frame with 
the area and location of objects from the previous frame.  

In order to handle the effect of illumination, which may changes objects’ 
features, a variation of up to three pixels in the area and location of objects is 
allowed in consecutive frames. In the pixel based method, bubbles are removed 
after morphology. Bubbles can be identified as moving objects, so if an object 
changes its location in two consecutive frames, this confirms that it is a bubble. For 
bubble removing in the pixel based method, the entire previous binarized frame 
must be stored so that current frame data is compared with the stored frame.  

3.6.6 Labelling  

During labelling, pixels belonging to the same image component are assigned a 
unique label. 

 

 

Figure 3-2. Neighbourhoods processing. (A) 3x3 neighbourhoods. 
(B) Required line buffers. 
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The separate connected regions of those pixels having a value of 1 are assigned a 
unique label. Each connected region will have a different label. In the hardware 
implementation, an architecture having a single pass labelling technique has been 
used which performs real time component labelling [39].  

3.6.7 Feature extraction and classification 

At feature extraction, image components are described in terms of region 
features such as areas, mean grey values or positions. These features’ information 
is then used for the object’s classification. Figure 3-3 shows images vision tasks on 
the software platform. The current frame, shown in Figure 3-3 (a) is subtracted 
from the background image, shown in Figure 3-3 (b) in order to provide subtracted 
image Figure 3-3 (c). After subtraction, segmentation is performed and the 
resultant image is shown in Figure 3-3 (d) followed by morphology to remove 1 to 
2 pixel objects. The resultant image after morphological operation is shown in 
Figure 3-3 (e). In Figure 3-3 (f), objects in the image are labelled and features such as 
areas and centre of gravity of objects are calculated for classification.  

At this stage, the algorithms for particle detection on the software and 
hardware platforms have been developed. The next step is to investigate VSN’s 
architecture in relation to different parameters such as processing energy, 
communication energy, lifetime, design complexity and data reduction. 

a b c 
d e f 

 

   
 

   

Figure 3-3. Image at each algorithm step. (a) Original Image. (b) Background. (c) a 
subtracted from b. (d) Segmented image. (e) Morphology. (f) Labelling, feature extraction 
and classification. 
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4 ARCHITECTURES ANALYSIS FOR WIRELESS VISION SENSOR NODE 

The related work in sub-section 1.3 and discussion in sub-section 1.4 shows that 
for VSN implementation, researchers generally employ one of the following two 
approaches,  

• capture data and transmit it to a server for further processing.  
• process all data locally and transmit only final features.  

A VSN with the first approach has small processing energy and small 
complexity because a server has reduced constraints. A server has a ready-to-use 
image processing libraries, and has no limitation on resources. However, this 
approach has high communication energy consumption because of the greater 
amount of output data. A VSN with the second approach has a small amount of 
communication energy associated with a small amount of output data. However, 
the processing energy is high on the currently available software platform. In 
addition to this, design complexity is high on the hardware platform. 

In comparison to the aforementioned approaches, a suitable approach is to 
partition the processing load between a node and a server. In relation to tasks 
partitioning, there exists a trade off between processing and communication 
energy consumption. By performing less vision tasks on the sensor node, the 
energy consumption of the processing module will be small but the 
communication module will consume a great deal of energy, as at this stage, a 
large amount of data is required to be transmitted. To reduce the data, either some 
image processing operations may be required to extract the relevant information or 
to perform some compression schemes. By performing more vision tasks on the 
VSN locally, the information amount can be reduced to a few bytes in the form of 
features or decision vectors. This in turn will reduce communication energy 
consumption. However, the processing energy will be increased.  

To investigate the aforementioned two approaches and the trade-off between 
processing and communication energy consumption for different VSN processing 
strategies in relation to tasks partitioning on software, hardware and a server, is 
explored. For software implementation, a SENTIO32 platform which is discussed 
in section 3.2 has been used. For the hardware implemented VSN, an FPGA has 
been used. The characteristics of software and hardware platforms have been 
previously discussed in section 1.2. In relation to FPGA, it is worth noting that a 
sensor node employs duty cycling for energy conservation. Therefore, it is 
necessary to select an FPGA architecture which has a smaller sleep power because 
this will significantly affect the results [41]. For architecture analysis, a Xilinx 
Spartan 6 low power FPGA and a MICROSEMI low power FLASH FPGA has been 
considered for estimating active and sleep power consumption respectively. 
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This combination has been used because some of the design strategies are large to 
fit on the available FLASH based FPGA. For smaller design strategies, the system 
has been actually implemented on a FLASH based FPGA in sub-section 4.2. The 
FLASH based FPGA has currently a smaller sleep power consumption of 5μW.  

Here, different VSN processing strategies are investigated based on vision tasks 
partitioning between the sensor node and a server as well as partitioning vision 
tasks on the node between a software and a hardware platform. 

4.1 VISION TASKS ON SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND SERVER 

For tasks partitioning, the tasks in the investigated application namely particle 
detection system, include image capturing, background subtraction, segmentation, 
morphology, bubble remover, labelling, features extraction, classification and G4 
compression. These vision tasks are shown in Figure 4-1, where each of the vision 
tasks is represented by a respective symbol such as capturing by A, pre-processing 
by B and segmentation by C, etc. The symbolized letters are used in Table 4-2, 
Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 for depicting different VSN processing strategies.  

4.1.1 Processing strategy 

Each processing strategy is a combination of individual vision tasks. These 
strategies are represented by dashed lines in Figure 4-1. In each strategy, some of 
the vision tasks are implemented on VSN locally and some on the server. For 
example, in one strategy, image capturing (A), pre-processing (B), segmentation 
(C) are performed on the VSN. The data is transmitted to the server, where the 
remaining vision tasks such as morphology (D), Bubble remover/ low pass filtering 
(E), labeling (F), feature extraction and classification (G) are performed. 
 It is worth mentioning that on the server side, there is a flexibility to use a number 
of efficient vision tasks, apart from the aforementioned tasks. In each strategy, 
when a specific task is performed on a VSN, it is unnecessary to perform the same 
task on a server. For example, bubble remover can be performed either on the VSN 
or on the server. All such possible strategies are listed in Table 4-4. 

 

 

Figure 4-1. Algorithm flow of different possible VSN processing strategies. 
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Table 4-1. Energy consumption of individual component.  

Component Power (mW) Time (ms) Energy (mJ) 

Light 57.75 1.4 0.08 
Camera 160  33.3 5.33 
Transceiver [16] 132 Design dependent Design dependent 
AVR32 [14] 77.55 Design dependent Design dependent 
FPGA [10][11] Design dependent Design dependent Design dependent 

 

4.1.2 Energy consumption of individual components 

The power consumption and operation time of the individual components i.e., 
light, camera, AVR32, FPGA and transceiver in the sensor node is shown in Table 
4-1. In this analysis, a CMOS camera with a resolution of 640×400 is used. The 
frequency is set at 13.5 MHz which is able to produce 30 FPS. For one frame, the 
energy is calculated to be 5.33 mJ.  The time of the external light is the exposure 
time for one frame of the camera and the energy consumption is 0.08mJ. The power 
consumption of the IEEE 802.15.4 is 132 mW while that of the SENTIO32 is 
77.55 mW when operating (performing some vision processing operation or 
communicating the results to the server). For measuring active power and resource 
utilization which are design dependent, a Xilinx XPower analyzer tool is used for 
the Spartan6 low power FPGA device XC6SLX9L. The energy values of the radio 
transceiver, AVR32 and FPGA are design dependant whereas the energy values of 
the light source and camera are the same for all strategies. 

In order to calculate the energy consumption of the VSN processing strategies, 
it is necessary to calculate the execution time of vision tasks on the platforms and 
the transmission time associated with output data. The execution times of vision 
tasks, calculated on the software (micro-controller) is shown in Table 4-2 and the 
processing time of vision tasks on the hardware (FPGA) platforms is shown in 
Table 4-3. The execution time on the software platform is measured by using a 
logic analyzer. A high signal was sent on one of the output pins at the initiation of 
the vision processing task and this is then made low at the completion of the task. 
During this operation, a time stamp was recorded by using a logic analyser. This 
process is repeated in order to obtain an average value for 10 images. 

Table 4-2. Processing energy consumption of vision tasks on software platform. 

Vision tasks Time(ms) Energy(mJ) 

ABC 584.60 45.34 
ABCH 929.68 72.10 
ABCD 2911.6 225.8 
ABCDH 3256.7 252.5 
ABCDE 3114.1 241.5 
ABCDEH 3459.2 268.2 
ABCDEFG 5724.9 443.9 
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Table 4-3. Processing energy and area of vision tasks on hardware platform. 

Vision tasks Time (ms) Energy(mJ) Logic cells BRAMs 

ABC 0.01991 0.038 705 N.A. 
ABCH 0.01996 0.066 1190 3 
ABCD 0.01996 0.061 1388 4 
ABCDH 0.01996 0.089 1873 7 
ABCDE 0.01996 0.064 1406 5 
ABCDEH 0.02001 0.093 1891 8 
ABCDEFG 0.01996 0.118 2279 12 

 
The processing time of vision tasks on the hardware reconfigurable platform is 
calculated by using Eq. 3-1 in sub-section 3.2 for an input image size of 640×400. 
Table 4-3 shows the resource utilization and Block Random Access Memory 
(BRAMs). The time spent on sending data from a sensor node to the server over the 
wireless link is calculated by using Eq. 3-2 in sub-section 3.3. 

4.1.3 VSN processing strategies on software, hardware and server 

Here the goal is to find a combination of vision tasks on the software, hardware 
and a server for a VSN architecture which can have smaller energy consumption 
and smaller design complexity. All possible scenarios of tasks partitioning on the 
software, hardware and server are analysed and mentioned in Table 4-4, and some 
are discussed in detail. The maximum achievable frequency (FPS), energy 
consumption, output data, FPGA’s resource utilization such as logic cells, block 
RAMs information is given in Table 4-4. Strategies with a (*) such as Strategy27, 
Strategy35 and Strategy36 generate large amounts of data (256000 bytes) so they 
are not feasible for implementation. All other strategies are feasible for 
implementation as they require relatively small data buffers before transmitting 
data to the server. VSN implementation strategies are firstly analyzed on the software 

platform. 

4.1.3.1 Software analysis 

For the software implemented VSN, vision tasks are partitioned between the 
VSN and server. VSN processing strategies on the software platform are shown 
from Strategy28 to Strategy34 in Table 4-4. The energy consumption for each 
strategy is shown in Figure 4-2, the processing energy is represented by 
E_SOFTWARE_PROC. The communication energy is a combination of the energy 
consumption of the software platform, when it is running for communication, 
represented by E_SOFTWARE_COM and the energy consumption of the 
transceiver, represented by E_IEEE 802.15.4. 

By looking at all the strategies implemented on the software platform, shown in 
Table 4-4 and Figure 4-2, it must be noted that when the binary data (32000 bytes) 
is transmitted from the VSN to the server, the energy consumption is higher due to 
the higher communication energy. This is depicted by Strategy28, Strategy30 and 
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Strategy32. The communication energy consumption on the software platform can 
be reduced by transmitting compressed binary data or by sending only features. 
Strategy29, Strategy31 and Strategy33 show that when compressed data is 
transmitted from the VSN, the communication energy is lower. The processing 
energy would increase to some extent, as compression is a complex vision task. It 
must be noted that more vision processing on the software implemented VSN will 
increase the energy consumption as shown by Strategy34. In this strategy all 
required tasks are performed on the VSN and only the features are transmitted. 
However, the overall energy is still high due to the high processing energy even if 
the communication energy is small.  

It is evident in Figure 4-2 that Strategy29 has a low energy consumption. The 
reason for this is that the proportion of energy consumption due to the processing 
and communication is such that this results in the low energy consumption [50]. 
This strategy offers a general and low energy architecture on a software platform 
as post segmentation vision tasks (DEFG) are moved to the server. Strategy29 has 
approximately 3.14 times reduced energy consumption as compared to strategy 
(Strategy28) in which binary uncompressed data is transmitted. In addition to this, 
Strategy29 has approximately 5.4 times reduced energy as compared to strategy 
(Strategy34) in which all required vision tasks are processed on the node. It is 
important to note that processing energy on the software platform is still higher as 
compared to the communication energy consumption. However, the design and 
development time on a software platform is smaller because of the availability of 
ready to use image processing libraries. In order to reduce processing energy, a 
hardware platform i.e., FPGA has been introduced for further analysis. Strategies 
involving FPGA include strategies 1 to 26 are shown in Table 4-4. 

4.1.3.2 Hardware/software analysis 

Table 4-4 shows that the hardware implemented strategies with similar vision 
tasks to software implemented strategies have smaller energy consumption. The 
hardware implemented strategies 4, 8, 10, 13, 14, 15 and 16 correspond to software 
implemented strategies from 28 to 34. The processing and communication energy 
consumption of software and hardware implemented strategies are shown by 
Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 respectively. Strategies such as 5, 7, 9, 11, 12 which 
involve vision tasks partitioning on both software and hardware, have a higher 
energy consumption as compared to pure hardware implemented strategies.    

Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 shows that the energy consumption due to processing 
on the hardware platform (E_HARDWARE_PROC) is small in all cases as 
compared to the software implemented vision processing denoted by 
E_SOFTWARE_PROC. The reason is that the execution time of the tasks on FPGA 
is small, which results in a low energy consumption. For the hardware 
implementation, it is the communication energy consumption as depicted in Figure 
4-3 by E_SOFTWARE_COM+E_IEEE802.15.4 which is required to be addressed. By 
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looking at all the strategies, it can be observed that the energy consumption is 
small for hardware implemented strategies 8, 13, 15 and 16.  

Strategy16 has a small energy consumption as compared to other strategies. 
However, this strategy requires greater design complexity and logic resources 
because complex post segmentation tasks are required to be implemented on VSN. 
In strategies 15 and 16, the previous frame must be stored in order to remove the 
bubbles in the current frame. Storing a binary frame (640×400) requires 256k bits of 
memory which may prove to be large for some specific development boards. 
Depending on the requirement and budget involved in an application, it is possible 
to implement any of the 36 strategies mentioned in Table 4-4, except those 
strategies denoted by the symbol * because they generate large amounts of data 
(256000 bytes). All strategies have their own pros and cons.  

In this work, Strategy31 on software and Strategy13 on hardware have been 
selected for duty cycling analysis because of their sufficiently smaller energy 
consumption, design complexity and generic architecture [50][65] because the 
complex post segmentation vision tasks are moved to the server. Implementing the 
vision tasks on general programmable platforms, such as a server, has a small 
design complexity as compared to FPGA implementation. VSN is required to have 
sufficient lifetime so as to fulfil the required task [66]. Therefore, each VSN must be 
carefully designed by selecting suitable hardware components, developing 
efficient and lightweight vision processing algorithms and using energy 
conservation techniques such as duty cycling [66]. A number of VSN systems and 
their performance have been analyzed in [67]. In this analysis, we introduce duty 
cycling in order to investigate the effect of different sampling rates on energy 
consumption.   

4.1.4 Energy consumption at different sample rates 

The energy conservation for a VSN, employing duty cycling, depends on 
different states including wakeup, sleep, sleep-to-wakeup and wakeup-to-sleep. 
However, in this section, energy consumption of two states, wakeup and sleep has 
been considered for Strategy31 on software and Strategy13 on hardware. A VSN is 
in wakeup state for a certain period and then it is switched to sleep state after 
performing vision tasks. For simplicity, the energy consumption, for wakeup and 
sleep time, at different sample rates is shown in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5 on 
software and hardware platforms respectively. The increasing sampling rates 
denote that the node has a greater time for sleep because the active time is the 
same for different sampling periods. The wakeup state energy on the software 
platform includes processing (E_SOFTWARE_PROC) together with 
communication energy (E_COMM) and sleep energy (E_SLEEP_SOFTWARE) 
including the microcontroller’s sleep energy when all other components are 
powered off.  
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Table 4-4. Different parameters of hardware/software VSN processing 
strategies based on simulation. 

 

S
tr

a
te

g
y

 

VSN Tasks Server 

Tasks  

Max 

Fequency 

(FPS) 

E(mJ) 

Node 

logic 

cells 

FPGA 

brams 

data 

sent Hardware Software 

1 ABC HP DEFG 2.89 40.55 705 N.A. 1218 
2 ABC DHP EFG 0.37 221.45 705 N.A. 1282 
3 ABC DEHP FG 0.34 231.62 705 N.A. 458 
4 ABC P DEFG 0.97 220.20 705 N.A. 32000 
5 ABC DP EFG 0.43 400.67 705 N.A. 32000 
6 ABC DEP FG 0.39 416.37 705 N.A. 32000 
7 ABC DEFGP N.A. 0.19 405.02 705 N.A. 114 
8 ABCH P DEFG 44.3 10.21 1190 3 680 
9 ABCD EHP FG 1.82 51.18 1388 4 458 
10 ABCD P EFG 0.97 220.22 1388 4 32000 
11 ABCD EP FG 0.97 235.93 1388 4 32000 
12 ABCD EFGP N.A. 0.35 224.57 1388 4 114 
13 ABCDH P EFG 59.5 9.03 1873 7 500 
14 ABCDE P FG 0.97 220.23 1406 5 32000 
15 ABCDEH P FG 82.0 8.07 1891 8 356 
16 ABCDEFG P N.A. 224 6.47 2279 12 114 
17 AB CHP DEFG 1.75 54.39 702 N.A. 1218 
18 AB CDHP EFG 0.34 238.89 702 N.A. 1282 
19 ABCD HP EFG 2.89 41.00 1388 4 1282 
20 AB CDEHP FG 0.32 249.07 702 N.A. 458 
21 ABCDE HP FG 2.89 35.48 1406 5 458 
22 AB CP DEFG 0.97 237.65 702 N.A. 32000 
23 AB CDP EFG 0.39 418.11 702 N.A. 32000 
24 AB CDEP FG 0.36 433.82 702 N.A. 32000 
25 AB CDEFGP N.A. 0.18 422.46 702 N.A. 114 
26 ABCDE FGP N.A. 0.38 208.87 1406 5 114 
27* A BP CDEFG 0.12 1748.0 329 N.A. 256000 
28 A BCP DEFG 0.97 263.41 329 N.A. 32000 
29 A BCHP DEFG 1.10 83.76 329 N.A. 1218 
30 A BCDP EFG 0.34 443.88 329 N.A. 32000 
31 A BCDHP EFG 0.31 264.66 329 N.A. 1282 
32 A BCDEP FG 0.32 459.58 329 N.A. 32000 
33 A BCDEHP FG 0.29 274.84 329 N.A. 458 
34 A BCDEFG N.A. 0.17 448.23 329 N.A. 114 
35* A P BCDEFG 0.12 1722.2 329 N.A. 256000 
36* AB P CDEFG 0.12 1722.2 702 N.A. 256000 
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Figure 4-2.Absolute energy consumption of each strategy on software platform. 
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Figure 4-3. Absolute energy consumption of each strategy on hardware/software platform. 

On the software platform, as shown in Figure 4-4, the processing energy of the 
platform has its main contribution in energy utilization until a sample period of 15 
minutes. After a sample period of 15 minutes, sleep energy starts to dominate and 
after a sample period of 480 minutes, the sleep energy is completely dominant. By 
increasing the sampling period, the contribution of the processing energy is 
decreasing, however, the sleep energy is increasing. 
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Figure 4-4.Energy consumption of each module on software implemented sensor node 
for strategy31. 
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Figure 4-5. Energy consumption of each module on hardware/software implemented 
sensor node for strategy13. 

The communication energy is small at different sample periods as compared to 
the processing energy because Strategy31 involves the transmission of compressed 
binary data from a VSN. Therefore, on the software platform, processing energy is 
required to be handled. The wakeup state energy on the hardware platform 
includes processing together with communication energy (E_HARDWARE_PROC 
+ E_COMM). The sleep state energy includes the FPGA together with the 
microcontroller’s sleep energy (E_SLEEP_HARD_SOFT) whereas all other 
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components are powered off. Figure 4-5 shows that the processing energy is 
reduced by employing a hardware platform for processing. It is communication 
and sleep energy which is high and is thus required to be investigated. Figure 4-5 
shows that the communication energy is high up to a sample period of 0.17 
minutes and after this, the sleep energy of the platform starts to dominate.  

For hardware implemented VSN, sleep energy starts to dominate quickly as 
compared to the software implemented system, because for a hardware 
implemented node, a software platform is required for the time when 
communication is performed. It also contributes to the sleep energy consumption. 
This concludes that on a hardware implemented VSN, communication energy and 
sleep energy are required to be handled. 

4.1.5 VSN lifetime analysis on hardware-software platforms 

The lifetime of the VSN using the software and hardware platforms is predicted 
based on the energy consumption for different VSN processing strategies by using 
a battery with 37.44 kJ energy. Different sample periods have been considered for 
predicting the lifetime of the node. In each of the sample periods, the node is in 
wakeup state for performing the required vision tasks and then switched to sleep 
state for the remainder of the time. The lifetime is calculated by using Eq. 4-1. 
Figure 4-6 shows the lifetime of VSN for different VSN processing strategies at 
different sample periods. 

 timesample
energy sleepconsumedenergy 

energy total
Lifetime ×

+
=  Eq. 4-1 

When the sample period is increasing, the life of the sensor node is also increasing 
because of longer sleep duration. However, after a certain sample period, the 
lifetimes remain constant because of sleep energy domination.  
The lifetime of the sensor node for Strategy16 is greater as compared to other 
strategies. In this strategy all required vision tasks are implemented on a hardware 
platform. However, the design time and cost of this strategy is high. Strategy13 has 
approximately the same lifetime as Strategy16 because complex vision tasks such 
as labelling, feature extraction and classification are moved to a server after 
performing essential vision tasks on VSN.  Strategy13 results in a lifetime of 5.1 
years with a sample period of 5 minutes while the strategy with the same vision 
tasks on the software platform (Strategy31) results in a lifetime of 1.09 years. The 
software and hardware analysis for VSN implementation needs to be verified on 
actual hardware because the power consumption values were based on 
simulations. To verify different parameters such as functionality, power 
consumption, and performance, the VSN strategies which fit on the available 
FLASH based FPGA have been actually implemented as discussed in the next 
section. 
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Figure 4-6. VSN lifetime on software, hardware-software platforms with simulated 
power. 

4.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF VSN ON FLASH BASED FPGA 

It is concluded in section 4.1 that introducing an FPGA for vision processing 
improves the lifetime of VSN by a factor of approximately 4.7 as compared to 
software implemented VSN. In order to verify functionality and to measure energy 
consumption, different VSN strategies which fit on the available device have been 
implemented on the hardware-software platforms. The demonstration setup is 
shown in Figure 4-7. Individual components of the setup are represented by a 
symbol, such as the LED ring which is represented by S1, image sensor is 
represented by S2, MICROSEMI FPGA AGL600V5 is represented S3, display is 
represented by S4 and machine setup is represented by S5. 

4.2.1 Target architecture 

The proposed architecture is shown in Figure 2-13 in chapter 2. The target 
architecture includes a CMOS image sensor, a light source, FLASH based FPGA, 
micro-controller, FLASH memory, radio transceiver and the server. The proposed 
architecture is based on tasks partitioning among FPGA, micro-controller and  
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Figure 4-7.VSN setup with FLASH based FPGA for particle detection system. 

server as discussed in sub-section 4.1. Communication is handled on the 
SENTIO32 platform, which has an AVR32 micro-controller and an IEEE 802.15.4 
compliant transceiver. The board to board communication between FPGA and 
SENTIO32 is handled by using an RS232 with a baud rate of 115200 bps. As 
mentioned in section 4.1.4, sleep power consumption affects the results because 
VSN is switched to sleep power state when it is not processing and/or transmitting 
data. Therefore, the selection of a suitable processing platform is necessary. 
MICROSEMI FLASH based FPGA has the lowest sleep power consumption (5μW) 
currently available in the market. In addition, the FLASH based FPGAs retain the 
configuration and data in registers and RAM even when the power is off [10]. 
Communication is handled with the SENTIO32 which is discussed in section 1.2. 
For capturing images, an image sensor MT9V032 is used to capture the field of 
view. The camera is programmed through an I2C interface for a resolution of 
640x400 and is running at a frequency of 13.5 MHz. It must be noted that the 
symbols (A-G) in Table 4-5 represent vision tasks shown in Figure 4-1.   

4.2.2 Energy measurements of different VSN modules 

In order to validate the simulation results of Table 4-4, the strategies from 1 to 
13 were implemented on the MICROSEMI FLASH based FPGA, as these strategies 
fit on the target platform. The measured energy values are shown in Table 4-5. The 
energy consumption of each VSN strategy is measured when it is running on the 
FPGA together with the AVR32 micro-controller. The Strategy16, which has a low 
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energy consumption, is extrapolated by the difference factor of the simulated and 
measured power values of the FPGA.  

The strategies in Table 4-4, in which the hardware platform sends gray scale 
data to the software platform or to the server, are not feasible for implementation 
as the amount of data is quite large. Therefore, these strategies are not selected. The 
measured energy values in Table 4-5 include the energy consumption of the 
MICROSEMI FLASH based FPGA, SENTIO32, IEEE 802.15.4, image sensor and 
lighting. The power consumption of the MICROSEMI FPGA is measured, when it 
is running a particular strategy, using the two output pins of the MICROSEMI 
platform. The results for each strategy are verified by reconstructing the images 
from the compressed data in MATLAB. The FPGA utilization for each strategy on 
the MICROSEMI FPGA is shown in Table 4-6 where the core is the logic used, IO is 
the input and output pins, global is the clock network resources and RAM/FIFO 
are the memories used. The maximum achievable frequency of each processing 
strategy is shown in Table 4-5. 

It must be noted that in strategies 4, 10, and 11, the transceiver speed is limiting 
the frame rate. In these strategies, the time spent on task execution is small as the 
vision tasks are implemented on the hardware platform but, the time spent on 
transmission is large due to the large amount of data transmission (32000 bytes).In 
strategies 7 and 12, the transmission time is small but the execution time is high, as 
complex vision tasks are implemented on the software platform. In these two 
strategies, the execution time on the software platform is limiting the frame rate. 
The strategies 8, 13 and 16 have higher frame rates as complex vision tasks such as 
compression have been implemented on the hardware platform and the amount of 
data being transmitted is small.  The amount of data required to be communicated 
for each strategy is shown in Table 4-5 and the differences for each strategy are 
based on the G4 compression, which produces varying compressed data based on 
the incoming data from each of the vision tasks. 

Depending on the requirement, Strategies 8, 13, or 16 can be selected. However, 
Strategy16 requires all required tasks to be implemented on a hardware platform. 
In such a case, the design complexity and resource is high. Therefore, in this work, 
Strategy13 has been selected in order to have smaller energy consumption, design 
complexity and generic architecture as discussed in sub-section 4.1.3.  

4.2.3 Energy consumption at different sample rates 

As discussed in sub-section 4.1.4, VSN employs duty cycling for energy 
conservation. Therefore, Strategy13 has been shown in Figure 4-8 with different 
sampling periods. It must be noted, when the VSN transmits data after a short 
duration such as after every 2 sec (0.03 minutes) then at this sample rate, the 
communication energy is high as shown by E_COMM. The communication energy 
can be reduced by sending compressed data, by sending data when new changes 
are detected or by sending data of regions of interest. For applications, where the  
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Table 4-6. Microsemi FPGA utilization and energy consumption. 
 

Resources and energy ABC ABCH ABCD ABCDH Maximum 

CORE 556 2357 1602 2778 13824 
IO (W/ clocks) 20 20 20 20 177 
GLOBAL  6 6 6 6 18 
RAM/FIFO               8 17 16 21 24 
Energy(mJ) 0.152 0.758 0.455 1.061 N.A 
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Figure 4-8. Energy contribution of VSN’s modules for Strategy13. 

Table 4-5. Different parameters of VSN processing based on implementation 
on MICROSEMI AGL600V5. 

Strategies VSN Tasks Server 

Tasks 

Max 

frequency 

(FPS) 

Node 

Energy 

(mJ) 

Bytes sent 

Hardware Software 

1 ABC HP DEFG 2.89 40.6 1218 
2 ABC DHP EFG 0.37 221 1282 
3 ABC DEHP FG 0.34 231 1014 
4 ABC P DEFG 0.97 220 32000 
5 ABC DP EFG 0.43 400 32000 
6 ABC DEP FG 0.39 416 32000 
7 ABC DEFGP N.A. 0.19 405 114 
8 ABCH P DEFG 44.3 10.5 680 
9 ABCD EHP FG 1.82 51.3 1014 
10 ABCD P EFG 0.97 220 32000 
11 ABCD EP FG 0.97 236 32000 
12 ABCD EFGP N.A. 0.35 224 114 
13 ABCDH P EFG 59.5 9.57 500 
16 ABCDEFG P N.A. 224 7.19 114 
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node transmits data after a long period such as after 5 minutes or greater than 5 
minutes, the sleep energy depicted by E_SLEEP_PLATFORM is the dominant 
factor. The sleep energy can be reduced by selecting platforms with a small sleep 
power. 

4.2.4 VSN lifetime with FLASH based FPGA measured power 

The lifetime for VSN processing strategies is predicted by using a battery with 
37.44 kJ energy. The lifetime is shown in Figure 4-9. It is assumed that the batteries 
would provide a constant performance and zero leakage current. When VSN 
transmits data after every 5 minutes, the lifetimes of VSNs are 5 years for 
Strategy8, 5.1 years for Strategy13 and 5.2 years for Strategy16. It must be noted 
that the differences in lifetimes and the energy consumption are small in these 
strategies, whereas the design complexity and costs are large. Strategy8 can 
achieve results comparable to Strategy13 as shown in Table 4-5. However, in the 
worst cases, without appropriate illumination and/or morphological filtering, the 
image will contain a lot of small noises. Therefore, the image coding without 
morphological operation will not offer good results in all cases of real 
environment. It is important to mention that the proposed approach is evaluated 
up till now for one application, particle detection system.  
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Figure 4-9. VSN Lifetime with FLASH based FPGA measured power. 
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However, this approach can be used for other VSN systems because many vision 
tasks are common in different VSN applications as discussed in sub- sections 2.2 
and 2.3. It is concluded that a strategy in which front end tasks up to segmentation, 
binary morphology together with image coding are implemented on a hardware 
platform, realize a VSN with reduced energy consumption and small design 
complexity. Moreover the proposed strategy offers a generalized architecture for 
VSN systems which can perform classification of objects on binary data.  

The low energy, small design complexity and generic architecture for VSN are 
attributed to the fact that the post segmentation tasks, which are often different for 
different applications, are moved from a hardware implemented VSN to a server 
which has reduced constraints. This concludes that the hardware implemented 
VSN has reduced the energy consumption by a factor of approximately 28 and has 
greater lifetime by a factor of approximately 4.7 as compared to software 
implemented VSN. There still exists challenges with respect to hardware 
implemented VSN, which needs to be addressed. These challenges are discussed in 
following sub-section. 

4.3 CHALLENGES FOR FPGA BASED VSN  

The analysis shows that challenges associated with the hardware VSN include a 
reduction of communication energy consumption. The communication energy is 
high as compared to processing energy even when compressed binary data is 
transmitted. Methods must be investigated for reduction of communication energy 
while still having a small design complexity at the node. Figure 4-8 shows that up 
to a sample period of 5 minutes, the communication energy depicted by E_COMM 
is dominant as compared to processing and sleep energies when FPGA is used for 
vision processing. This motivates the investigation of communication energy 
consumption in relation to high sample rate applications. 

Another challenge is to investigate the suitability of SRAM based FPGAs for 
duty cycle applications. Duty cycling is defined as the ratio of time during which a 
VSN is in the wakeup state. Depending on the application, switching from one 
state to another requires additional time delays and energy consumption during 
transitions. These transition states include sleep-to-wakeup and wakeup-to-sleep. 
SRAM based FPGAs are considered to have greater static power consumption, 
usually in the range of mW, and configuration time. However, these FPGAs have 
high performance because of advance process technology and have greater online 
support [11]. For SRAM based FPGA, the wakeup time can be high as twice as 
compared to processing time because of the reconfiguration time which is required 
to load configuration bits from non-volatile memory to SRAM [68]. A standard 
working profile of a sensor node is used to have a low duty cycle from 1 % to 10 % 
[68], therefore, for small duty cycling applications, it is preferred to power off the 
FPGA [88]. To handle the challenges related to communication energy, data 
reduction techniques have been investigated in chapter 5 and a VSN with data 
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reduction techniques has been developed and tested for different applications in 
chapter 6. The challenges related to energy conservation for a VSN, implemented 
on SRAM based FPGA, is discussed in chapter 7. 
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5 DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUES FOR WIRELESS VISION SENSOR 

NODE 

The investigation in chapter 4 showed that the communication energy is greater 
for a hardware based VSN as compared to processing energy consumption even 
when compressed data is transmitted. The communication energy can be reduced 
by reducing the amount of transmission data beyond the limits of simple image 
coding by employing video coding techniques. The architecture proposed for VSN 
in chapter 4 requires bi-level coding because after segmentation, data is in binary 
format. Therefore, a new bi-level video coding has been developed and 
implemented in this work. 

Before describing the bi-level video coding, an image coding is discussed 
because it is an important component of the proposed bi-level video coding. In the 
proposed architecture of chapter 4, a G4 compression scheme was selected for bi-
level image coding with an assumption that it has only a small design complexity 
and sufficient compression ratio as compared to other available bi-level 
compression schemes. For further analysis, it is important to investigate different 
bi-level image coding schemes in relation to different parameters such as design 
complexity, compression ratio, and resource requirements.  

5.1 IMAGE CODING 

In image coding, usually referred to as image compression, the amount of data 
is reduced in order to make it suitable for storage and/or communication purposes. 
Image coding can be categorized into lossy and lossless schemes. In lossy 
compression methods, the image quality is related to the energy consumed during 
compression and transmission. For a required image quality, an algorithm for 
finding the best set of compression techniques must be investigated [69]. This is 
particularly inefficient for a WVSN scenario in which a VSN is expected to be 
deployed for a number of applications and VSN’s parameters i.e., optics, 
resolution, lighting and distance from field of view are fixed. For each application, 
the compression quality needs to be tested in order to ensure the required pixels 
accuracy of the systems. This situation is critical for machine vision [70] because a 
system is required to detect a specific size object.   

In comparison to lossy compression schemes, lossless compression offers no 
losses in the data and exact contents can be reconstructed on the receiver side 
which reduces the tradeoffs involving computation, compression efficiency and 
energy consumption [69]. This assists in proposing generic solutions for machine 
vision applications in which the accuracy of the system will be ensured. For 
example, different system parameters such as image resolution, focal length, 
distance to object and lighting are calculated for one application in order to detect 
1 millimetre (mm) objects. The lossless compression would offer 1 mm pixel 
accuracy for different types of applications because a lossless compression scheme 
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offers no degradation in image quality with respect to a change in the system setup 
such as image resolution, focal length and optics provided the pre-processing tasks 
can correctly segment the data. In systems with lossy compression schemes, pixels’ 
accuracy is required to be ensured for every application, which will require 
changing system parameters. 

In this work, we will consider lossless compression schemes. For a resource 
constrained VSN, a lightweight compression scheme is required to be investigated. 
In many WVSN applications such as meter reading, monitoring of industrial 
machines, searching for shape recognition [1][59][40], the images contain few 
objects with a distinctive background and object classification is performed on bi-
level images. In such applications, an image is reduced to binary after 
segmentation. Therefore, in this work, bi-level compression schemes, G4, G3, 
JBIG2, Rectangular, GZIP, GZIP_pack, and JPEG_LS have been investigated. These 
bi-level compression schemes are lossless in nature [58][59]. The lossless 
compression schemes reduce the data redundancy in two steps. In the first step, 
the spatial redundancy is removed with the assistance of run length encoding, 
predictive techniques, transform techniques or other decorrelation techniques. In 
the next step, entropy coding is performed to remove the coding redundancy with 
the assistance of arithmetic coding, Huffman coding and LZW [73]. All bi-level 
compression schemes are lossless in nature except for JBIG2 which supports both 
lossy and lossless image compression [72]. JPEG_LS is not a specifically made for 
bi-level image but it is selected because of a claim for its suitability for resource 
constrained platforms [71]. 

5.1.1 Selection of bi-level compression 

Image compression schemes including G4, ITU-T G3, JBIG2, Rectangular, GZIP, 
GZIP_pack and JPEG_LS were investigated for a resource constrained software 
platform [58]. After software analysis, these compression schemes were 
investigated for a hardware implemented VSN [59]. Our goal is to investigate a 
lightweight bi-level compression scheme which offers a better compression ratio 
while having reduced energy consumption, hardware resource requirements and 
design complexity. The investigation in [59] concluded that GZIP_pack, G4 and 
JBIG2 are suitable candidates for resource constrained hardware implemented 
VSN. A thorough analysis of compression schemes with respect to communication 
energy consumption shows that GZIP_pack, G4 and JBIG2 are suitable for a 
hardware implemented VSN.  

5.1.2 GZIP_Pack, G4 and JBIG2  

5.1.2.1 GZIP_pack 

GZIP is is a lossless compression scheme that uses Lempel-Ziv77 (LZ77) and 
Huffman coding. GZIP_pack is similar to GZIP except that the input binary images 
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are first packed in byte format. In GZIP, the input data is encoded by using LZ77 to 
remove the redundancy in the data and then the Huffman coding is used to 
remove coding redundancy [78]. 

5.1.2.2 G4 compression method 

G4 is a lossless compression scheme which encapsulates data in a TIFF file 
format. In G4, the coding scheme uses a two-dimensional line-by-line coding in 
which the position of each changing picture element, rather than alternating white 
and black runs in each scan line, is considered. In this manner, the vertical features 
in the source image can be used to achieve better compression ratios [60].  

5.1.2.3 JBIG2 compression method 

JBIG2 is an international standard that supports lossless, and lossy compression 
of binary images. It was drafted initially as JBIG1 by Joint Bi-level Image Experts 
Group (JBIG) in 1993. However, the lossy images produced by JBIG1 were of low 
quality. Therefore JBIG2 was proposed in order to provide lossy compression with 
almost no visible degradation of quality and provides a higher compression ratio 
as compared to other lossless compression schemes [79]. A typical JBIG2 encoder 
decomposes the input bi-level image into several regions and codes these regions 
separately using a different coding method. JBIG2 defines the requirements of a 
compliant bit stream and defines the decoder behaviour. The encoder design is not 
explicitly defined, therefore, depending on the design, JBIG2 encoders will have 
varying complexity, speed and different compression performances [74].  

5.1.2.4 Compression on real data 

The selected compression schemes have been tested on real images for four 
different applications, including particle detection [50], remote meter reading [6], 
bird detection [65] and people counting [40]. The average output data produced by 
the aforementioned compression schemes are shown in Figure 5-1. The average 
output data of the particle detection system has been used to calculate 
communication energy consumption with respect to two data rate transceivers, 
one being IEEE 802.15.4 (ZIGBEE) compliant and other being IEEE 802.11 (WIFI) 
compliant. These two transceivers are discussed briefly in sub-section 3.3.  

5.1.2.5 Energy consumption and resource utilization of GZIP_pack, G4 and 

JBIG2 

The power consumption and transmission time associated with the IEEE 
802.15.4 (ZIGBEE) compliant transceiver is measured on the SENTIO32 platform. 
The power consumption associated with WiFi has been considered from the 
datasheet of RN-171 [17].  The transmission time associated with WiFi has been 
calculated according to Eq. 3-3. The power consumption of compression schemes 
are calculated by using Xilinx XPower analyzer and the XPower estimator tool [11].  
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Figure 5-1. Compression schemes GZIP_pack, G4 and JBIG2 output data for real 
applications. 

The processing times for the compression schemes are calculated according to 
Eq. 3-1. The energy consumption and resource utilization of these three 
compression schemes are given in Table 5-1 by using a Spartan6 XC6LX45 FPGA 
device. In Table 5-1, Time_FPGA shows the execution time of the compression 
scheme, Power_FPGA shows the power consumption, Energy_FPGA shows the 
processing energy consumption of the compression schemes on FPGA, 
Time_ZIGBEE shows the transmission time associated with the corresponding 
compression scheme’s data, Power_ZIGBEE shows power consumption of  IEEE 
802.15.4 (Zigbee) transceiver together with the microcontroller. Energy_ ZIGBEE 
shows the transmission energy on the Zigbee transceiver. Similarly, the power 
consumption, times and energy consumption associated with the WiFi transceiver 
are shown by their corresponding symbols.  

It is evident from Table 5-1 that GZIP_pack has 39 percent and G4 has 64 
percent smaller processing energy consumption with smaller resource utilization 
in terms of logic resources as compared to JBIG2. However, GZIP_pack has greater 
memory requirement as compared to G4 and JBIG2. It is important to mention that 
resource utilization and memory requirements are design specific and can be 
improved with efficient design and implementation techniques. In relation to 
memory requirement, G4 has smaller memory requirements as compared to 
GZIP_pack and JBIG2. JBIG2 requires 5, GZIP_pack requires 16 while G4 requires 3 
BRAMs. JBIG2 has approximately a 13 to 27 percent smaller communication 
energy consumption for the particle detection system, with the Zigbee transceiver 
and has approximately a 1.3 to 8 percent smaller communication energy with the 
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WiFi transceiver as compared to GZIP_pack and G4 because of greater 
compression efficiency.  

In terms of design complexity, we found that JBIG2 has greater design 
complexity as compared to GZIP_pack and G4 on the hardware platform because 
there is no standard specification for the encoder design [59][74]. The overall 
energy consumption of GZIP_pack, JBIG2 and G4 on a hardware platform with an 
IEEE 802.15.4 (Zigbee) and IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) complaint transceiver is shown in 
Figure 5-1. In Figure 5-1, E_HARDWARE_PROC shows processing energy on 
hardware and E_COMM shows communication energy consumption. It is evident 
that JBIG2, for the particle detection system, has an approximately 20 percent 
smaller total energy consumption as compared to GZIP_pack and G4 with respect 
to the Zigbee transceiver. However, the total energy consumption in relation to 
JBIG2 is approximately 5.8 percent greater as compared to G4 with the WiFi 
transceiver because, with the high data rate transceiver, the communication energy 
is small but the processing energy provides dominant contribution. 

Figure 5-1 shows that the difference among the overall energy consumptions for 
GZIP_pack, G4 and JBIG2 is small with respect to both the IEEE 802.11 and 
IEEE 802.15.4 compliant transceivers. However, JBIG2 has high design complexity, 
a high processing energy and high resource utilization as compared to GZIP_pack 
and G4. Depending on the application, any of the three compression schemes, 
GZIP_pack, G4 and JBIG2, can be used for the hardware implemented VSN. 
Nonetheless, the smaller processing energy, reasonable resource requirements in 
terms of logics cells, smaller memory requirements and smaller design complexity 
make G4 a suitable candidate. 

5.2 BI-LEVEL VIDEO CODING  

The investigation of bi-level image coding will assist in selecting a suitable  

Table 5-1. Energy consumption and resources utilization of GZIP_pack, G4 and JBIG2 for 
particle detection system. 

Functions Units GZIP_pack G4 JBIG2 

Time_FPGA  (msec) 10 9.9 10 
Power_FPGA  (mW) 46 39 64 
Energy_FPGA  (mJ) 0.46 0.39 0.64 

Time_ZIGBEE   (msec) 35.0 29.1 25.3 
Power_ ZIGBEE  (mW) 119.2 119.2 119.2 
Energy_ ZIGBEE (mJ) 4.18 3.46 3.02 

Time_ WIFI (msec) 8.67 8.05 7.94 
Power_ WIFI  (mW) 396 396 396 
Energy_ WIFI (mJ) 3.43 3.19 3.15 

LUTs/Available Number of 3507/27288 5682/27288 9088/27288 
Slice registers/Available Number of 1536/54576 1911/54576 18176/54576 
BRAMs/Available Number of 16/116 3/116 5/116 
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Figure 5-2. Processing and communication energy consumption of three compression 
schemes using with different data rate transceivers for particle detection system. 

coding scheme for the bi-level video coding. Based on the analysis of sub-
section 5.1, G4 has been selected as a coding scheme for bi-level video coding 
because of its smaller design complexity, sufficiently smaller processing energy 
and greater compression ratio. The bi-level video coding has been modelled in the 
Register Transfer Logic (RTL) level and the functionality has been tested and 
verified on a Xilinx Spartan6 FPGA [11]. Before describing the proposed 
architecture for bi-level video coding, the existing video coding techniques are 
briefly discussed. 

5.2.1 Conventional video codec 

The currently available video coding techniques namely H.264/AVC, MPEG-4 
and Distributed Video Coding (DVC) require complex computation and consume 
considerable energy on the node [55][56][57]. Junaid et al. [55] compared predictive 
video encoding, namely inter and intra-coded H.264 and distributed video 
encoding namely PRISM and Wyner-Ziv encoder in the WVSN context. The 
authors concluded that the local computation of the video encoding is the major 
source of energy consumption as compared to the video transmission. The 
conventional video codec such as H.264/AVC, MPEG-4, H. 263+ requires complex 
computations on the encoder side. However, the decoders were designed to be 
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simple. These video codecs were designed for scenarios in which video is encoded 
once and decoded many times i.e. video on demand, video broadcasting. This 
makes the conventional codecs unsuitable for the resource constrained WVSN [57]. 
This challenge paved the way for Distributed Video Coding (DVC) in which the 
source redundancy is exploited on the decoder in order to achieve better 
compression at the encoder [32][56]. In this way computationally expensive tasks 
such as motion compensation and estimation are moved to the decoder. However, 
the current DVC solutions used codecs such as low density parity checker-
accumulate or turbo codes which have a large latency [57].  

Imran et al. [56] compared two DVC video codecs namely, the Distributed 
Coding for Video Service (DISCOVER) and the Distributed Compressive Video 
Sensing (DCVS) and a variant of a conventional codec namely the H.264 intra from 
a WVSN perspective. The authors concluded that none of the video codecs has a 
low complexity encoder and decoder at the same time. In WVSN, simple decoding 
is equally important because a sink can be a VSN with limited resources. This 
provided the motivation behind the development and implementation of 
lightweight video coding for VSN. Our proposed bi-level video coding has simple 
encoding and decoding.  

The proposed lightweight bi-level video coding technique reduced the data 
beyond the limits of simple image coding. The fundamental components of video 
coding include Region of Interest (ROI) coding, change coding, a bi-level 
compression scheme, and a Huffman-run length codes mixer. 

5.2.2 Proposed codec architecture 

The video coding architecture is presented in Figure 5-3. The video coding has 
the flexibility to perform the following coding schemes. 

• Image coding 
• Change coding. 
• ROI coding. 
• Change-ROI coding. 

In image coding, the whole image is compressed by using a variant of G4 
compression. In change coding, the changes in the image sequences are firstly 
identified and then only the image with the changes is compressed. In the ROI 
coding, the image area containing the objects is isolated and compressed. In 
change-ROI coding, the changes are identified and isolated by using ROI coding. 
Depending on the application and environmental factors i.e. speed of object and 
lighting, the output data produced by the four coding schemes could be different 
and the coding should select the smaller bit stream based on the four schemes. 
Two typical application scenarios, one with moving objects and the other with 
stationery objects, are shown in example images of Figure 5-4. The image 
sequences for applications with less frequently changed objects (particle detection)  
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Figure 5-3. Architecture of bi-level video coding. 

 

Figure 5-4. Images sequences of video coding. (a) Images for application with 
less frequently changed objects. (b) Images for application with moving 
objects. The sequences 1-2 show previous and current frames, sequence 3 
shows change coding of 1-2, sequence 4 shows ROI coding of 1. Sequence 5 
shows the change-ROI coding of 3. 

are shown in Figure 5-4-(a) and the image sequences for applications with moving 
objects (bird detection) are shown in Figure 5-4-(b). Following this, the architecture 
of individual components of the video coding including G4 compression, change 
coding, ROI coding and Huffman-run length code mixer is presented. 

5.2.2.1 G4 compression without header stripes 

The G4 is a fundamental component of our proposed video coding. The image data 
after the four schemes of video coding is coded by using G4 compression. The 
discussion in sub-section 5.1.1 stated that the G4 has sufficiently small energy 
consumption, design complexity and offers a good compression ratio as compared 
to other investigated bi-level compression schemes. In this work, a G4 compression  
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Figure 5-5. Architecture of G4 compression without header stripes. 

scheme without including the header stripes is implemented because the sender 
and receiver both have knowledge of the compression scheme. This will reduce the 
header overhead by approximately 100 bytes in the bit stream for each frame 
transmission. The architecture implemented on the hardware reconfigurable 
platform is given in Figure 5-5 and detailed hardware architecture is shown in the 
design’s glimpses at the end of the thesis. Three line buffers are used in order to 
implement the G4 compression. Two of these are used to act as the stored reference 
line and the coding line and the third line buffer is used for saving the current row 
data. As the data is being saved, it becomes the coding line and the previous 
coding line becomes the reference line, while the previous reference line becomes 
the saving line for the next row and is overwritten by the new pixel data.  

The coding and the reference lines are used to identify the three modes 
including pass mode, vertical mode and horizontal mode. The mode identification 
code mode_id, data along with the objects' indices are given to another module, 
which calculates the run lengths for the horizontal mode. After this, the Huffman 
codes for the corresponding run lengths are accessed from the distributed Random 
Access Memories (RAMs) of the chip. At this stage, the Huffman codes for the pass 
and vertical modes are also assigned on the runtime because there are only a few 
Huffman codes in these two modes. The codes of the three modes are then sent to a 
28 bits shift register because of the variable lengths of the codes and then 16 bits 
are shifted out for byte packing.   

5.2.2.2 Change coding 

The change coding searches for the changes in consecutive frames as shown in 
sequence 3 of Figure 5-4 (a-b). The change coding removes similar objects. In the 
change coding, the first frame is coded and transmitted. After this, the difference 
between the frames is identified for coding. The architecture of the change coding 
is shown in Figure 5-6. The detailed hardware architecture for change coding can 
be found in design’s glimpses at the end of the thesis. For hardware 
implementation, the previous frame is stored in the form of run length codes in the 
Block RAMs in order to reduce memory requirements. The run length coding is 
selected because in machine vision applications, the objects contain a limited 
number of pixel values and the background usually occurs in long runs. 
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Figure 5-6. Architecture of change coding. 

The use of run length coding for such applications will reduce the data for storage 
and transmission [53]. In the change coding, we have used a variant of run length 
coding which requires a run value and run count. When the current frame data is 
available, a run from the block memory is accessed, which represents a group of 
pixels. The current frame data is synchronized with the accessed data of the 
previous frame and then an exclusive or operation is performed in order to 
forward the changes in the frames. After the change coding, the data is compressed 
by using the compression scheme or it is forwarded for ROI coding.  

5.2.2.3 ROI coding 

The ROI coding isolates those binary image regions which have objects as 
shown in sequence 4 of Figure 5-4-(a-b). The architecture of ROI coding is shown in 
Figure 5-7. The ROI coding is implemented by storing the row data in a line buffer. 
After the row (Line sync) reached to the end, a flag is generated to either discard or 
retain the row data for further processing. When the row has all zeros, it is 
discarded and no row signal is generated.  The ROI coding employed in this work 
removes the rows without objects and retains all the columns as shown in Figure 
5-8. The columns are passed through because the data after ROI is compressed by 
using G4 compression which considers the position of each changing picture 
element, rather than the alternating white and black runs [60].  

In relation to the reconstruction of the original image, the rows having objects 
are represented by 1 and the rows having no objects are represented by 0. The 
same sequence of bits is coded by using a variant of the zero-to-end symbol run 
length coding technique [53]. In this technique the first value of the pixel is 
represented by a symbol and a count as shown in Table 5-2 for sample image of 
Figure 5-8 (a). The first black run with a value of 200 has a count value of 200 and 
symbol value of 0. After this, the remaining count values alone are used for 
counting and representation of symbols. These runs are stored in a row runs buffer. 
The count values can be represented by a number of bits including 8 or greater 
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Figure 5-7. Architecture of ROI coding.  

 

                       (a) 

 
 

 

                       (b) 

Figure 5-8. ROI coding. (a) Original image with objects. (b) Image after ROI coding. 

 

than 8. In any specific number of bits, when the run value is greater than the 
maximum range, 0s are appended which shows the maximum range. The 0s are 
then followed by a remaining count value. For example in Table 5-2, for 8 bits 
when a count value is 500, it is represented by 0 which shows 255 and then 0 is 
followed by the remaining count value of 245. When the number of bits exceeds 8, 
they are packed in 8 bits by using a 27 bits shift register in order to make them 
suitable for communication. 
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Table 5-2. Run length coding of ROI coding w.r.t Figure 5-8 (a). 
 

Runs Symbols 

colour 

Run length coding     

(8 bits) 

Run length coding     

(9 bits) 

200 Black 200,0 200,0 
100 White 100 100 
280 Black 0,25 280 
150 White 150 150 
514 Black 0,0,4 0,3 
500 White 0,245 500 
656 Black 0,0,146 0,145 

 

 

Figure 5-9. VSN data format for bi-level video codec. 

The run length codes, representing the presence of objects in the rows, are 
transmitted together with the Huffman codes of the ROI image to the server. 

5.2.2.4 Huffman- Run length codes Mixer  

This is the last stage of the video coding as shown in Figure 5-3. At this stage, 
the run length codes are combined with the Huffman codes. This stage passes the 
compressed data of the first frame and then selects the minimum of the 
compressed data produced by the bi-level video coding. In some cases, particularly 
when significant illumination noise exists, the image coding produces smaller 
amounts of data whereas, in other cases, the other three coding schemes, namely 
the change coding, ROI coding and change-ROI coding, produce smaller amounts 
of data. These cases are shown with actual data in the next section. The VSN data 
format for transmission is given in Figure 5-9 where ROI Huffman codes show the 
compressed image data with Huffman codes, ROI row runs hold the information 
concerning the presence of objects in the rows and the ROI bytes count hold 
information regarding the number of bytes in the ROI row runs. This VSN data 
format will enable the reconstruction of the original image at the receiving side. 
Following this, the VSN is implemented with bi-level video coding, tested for four 
different applications and compared against published systems. 
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6 IMPLEMENTATION OF WIRELESS VISION SENSOR NODE WITH BI-

LEVEL VIDEO CODING  

Introduction of FPGA for vision processing reduced the processing and 
communication energy of VSN by approximately 28 times as compared to the 
software implemented VSN. It was further concluded for a hardware implemented 
VSN, that a suitable strategy is to perform front end tasks up to segmentation and 
binary morphology locally on node and transmit compressed binary data to a 
server for further processing.  This strategy has a smaller development time, a 
general architecture and approximately similar lifetime as compared to a strategy 
in which all required vision tasks are implemented on the FPGA. The challenge in 
relation to this strategy is in the reduction of communication energy while still 
having a small design complexity at the node as discussed in sub-section 4.3. To 
meet this challenge, a light weight bi-level video coding was modelled in RTL level 
and verified on FPGA as discussed in chapter 5. 

The bi-level video coding is integrated with VSN architecture, proposed in 
chapter 6. VSN with a newly developed bi-level video coding is tested for different 
applications and compared against published systems for different parameters 
including performance, processing and communication energy consumption. In 
relation to energy consumption, in this chapter, our focus is to investigate methods 
for reducing the wakeup state’s energy consumption.  To realize a VSN with bi-
level video coding, the required vision algorithms together with bi-level video 
coding are implemented on a Spartan 6 FPGA [11]. To test the system’s parameters 
such as processing, communication energy consumption and performance, we 
have considered four applications including particle detection, meter reading, bird 
detection and people counting. These applications are discussed in sub-section 3.5. 

6.1 IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

In order to verify the functionality of the VSN and to investigate the amount of 
data produced for the aforementioned four applications, different VSN processing 
strategies were implemented. The straightforward way is to embed the video 
coding with the selected strategy, Strategy13 of sub-section 4.2 which has vision 
tasks of pre-processing, segmentation and binary morphology on VSN. However, 
in order to have in-depth analysis, we will consider all possible strategies that can 
be made from VSN vision tasks of Strategy13 and the four coding schemes of bi-
level video codec. The VSN tasks are shown in Figure 6-1 whereas the server tasks 
are shown in Figure 6-2. Each strategy is a combination of individual vision tasks. 
The individual task is represented by a symbol, such as image capturing which is 
represented by A, pre-processing by B, etc. The VSN implementation strategies are 
shown in Table 6-1. In each strategy, some of the vision tasks are implemented on 
VSN and some on the server. For example, in StrategyA1, image capturing (A), 
pre-processing (B), segmentation (C) are performed on the VSN. 
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Figure 6-1. Vision processing combinations on VSN. 

 

Figure 6-2. Vision processing combinations on server. 

Table 6-1. Implementation strategies. 
 

Strategies VSN vision tasks depicted in 

Figure 6-1 

 

Server vision tasks depicted 

in Figure 6-2 

 

StrategyA1 ABC JKLMN 
StrategyA2 ABCD KLMN 
StrategyA3 ABCG HJKLMN 
StrategyA4 ABCDG HKLMN 
StrategyA5 ABCEG HJKLMN 
StrategyA6 ABCDEG HKLMN 
StrategyA7 ABCFG HIJKLMN 
StrategyA8 ABCDFG HIKLMN 
StrategyA9 ABCEFG HIJKLMN 
StrategyA10 ABCDEFG HIKLMN 

 

The data is transmitted to the server, where the remaining vision tasks such as 
morphology (J), low pass filtering (K), labeling (L), feature extraction (M) and 
classification (N) are performed. It is worth mentioning that on the server side, 
there is a flexibility to use a number of efficient vision tasks, apart from the 
aforementioned tasks as discussed in sub-section 1.4. The tasks in Figure 6-2 can 
vary according to application requirements. In each strategy, when a specific task 
is performed on a VSN, it is unnecessary to perform the same task on a server. For 
example, morphology can be performed either on the VSN or on the server. The 
functionality of these strategies is verified on a hardware platform [11] which is 
discussed in the results section. 

6.2 RESOURCE UTILIZATION, POWER AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 

The resource utilization of the final implementation in which all modules are 
integrated is given in section 6.5. However, it is better to provide the resource 
utilization for an individual module so that the utilization involved for each task 
can be known. The logic and latency of individual vision tasks are shown in Table 
6-2. The logic information is generated by using the Xilinx synthesis tool ISE [11]. It 
is important to mention that the logic resources for any specific strategy can exceed  
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Table 6-2. Device utilization and performance parameters of vision 
tasks (total available logics 27288). 

 

Vision Tasks  Logics 

used 

% 

used 

BRAMs % 

used 

Latency 

 (clk cycles) 

Image capture     (A) 188 0.69 0 0 4 
Pre-processing    (B) 8 0.03 0 0 1 
Segmentation      (C) 7 0.03 0 0 1 
Morphology         (D) 158 0.58 2 1.7 645 
Change coding   (E) 253 0.93 3 2.5 5 
ROI                        (F) 300 1.10 0 0 641 
Compression       (G) 3461 12.68 3 2.5 647 
Communication 
module [62] 

 
 

113 
 

0.41 
 

1 
 

0.8 
 

4 
 

 
the combination of individual tasks because the final integration and 
synchronization require extra logics. The processing time for each vision task on 
the hardware platform is calculated by using Eq. 3-1. The power consumption of 
the VSN processing strategies is measured by using a real time power monitoring 
tool called Digilent Adept [62]. The time spent on transmitting the results to the 
server is calculated by using Eq. 3-2. The energy consumption of the CMOS camera 
[13] for processing one image is 2.3 mJ. The energy consumption of the external 
flash light, used to achieve a sufficiently high signal to noise ratio, is 48μJ. It is 
important to mention that the power consumptions values of the CMOS camera 
and lighting are different from previous values because a low power camera is 
selected and the LED rings have been redesigned to minimize the power 
consumption. The power consumption of IEEE 802.15.4 and AVR32 are same as 
given in sub-section 4.1.2. 

6.3 IMPLEMENTED WIRELESS VSN ARCHITECTURE 

The target architecture for this work is shown in Figure 6-3 which includes a 
CMOS camera, an FPGA, a FLASH memory, AVR32 micro-controller and a radio 
transceiver. The vision tasks performed on the FPGA include image capturing, pre-
processing, segmentation, binary morphology and lightweight bi-level video 
coding. The pre-processing includes background subtraction and filtering. For 
background subtraction, a background image is stored in the FLASH memory [12] 
via a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) at an initial stage after which the current 
image is subtracted from the background image. In the people counting 
application, the pre-processing includes an edge detect filter before the subtraction 
operation in order to make the architecture similar to the published system [40] 
which is selected for comparison. In this work, for proof of concept, we have used 
a sobel edge detect filter with a mask of 3×3 which sufficiently identifies the edges 
of a moving person for people counting. For better edge detection, a suitable 
lightweight edge detection technique can be investigated as edges are often  
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Figure 6-3. Architecture of wireless VSN with bi-level video codec. 

broken. However, the comparison of edge detection techniques is beyond the 
scope of this thesis. Following pre-processing, segmentation is performed to 
partition the image into mutually exclusive connected binary regions. In binary 
morphology, erosion is followed by dilation, with a mask of 3×3 being applied to 
remove the noise. During the erosion, dilation, and sobel edge detection, two 
complete rows are stored, in each case, in the line buffers in order to have the 
necessary neighborhood information for the operation. To reduce the amount of 
transmission data, the newly developed bi-level video coding, discussed in sub-
section 5.2, is implemented on hardware together with other vision tasks. 

6.4 SELECTION OF CODING METHOD 

In order to investigate the output data, produced by the VSN, ten different 
implementation techniques, referred to as strategies in Table 6-1 were 
implemented on real hardware. The strategies represent combinations of particular 
vision tasks implemented on the VSN as discussed in sub-section 6.1. These 
strategies were tested in an actual environment for the four different applications, 
namely, particle detection in hydraulic machines, remote meter reading, bird 
detection and people counting. Figure 6-4 shows experimental setups of the 
investigated applications of particle detection, remote meter reading, bird 
detection. The output data produced by VSN for the aforementioned four 
applications is given in Table 6-3.  For the four applications, hundred images were 
transmitted from the VSN to the server and then the average value was calculated 
in order to obtain realistic output values. The sample images for the four different 
applications are shown in Figure 6-5. In Table 6-3, it is evident that in those 
applications for which the objects change less frequently in the field of view i.e., in 
particle detection system and remote meter reading, StrategyA10 offers a smaller 
amount of data. StrategyA10 includes initial vision tasks together with change-ROI 
coding on the node.  
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a 
b 
c 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-4. Setup images. (a) particle detection, S1 is the processing 
board, S2 is the radio transceiver, S3 is CMOS camera, S4 is LEDs 
ring and S5 is hydraulic machine. (b) remote meter reading. (c) bird 
detection. 
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Table 6-3. Output data for particle detection, meter reading, bird 

detection and people counting. 
 

        Applications       

 

 

Functions 

Particle 

detection 

(Bytes) 

(640×400) 

Meter 

reading 

(Bytes) 

(640×400) 

Bird 

detection 

(Bytes) 

(1020×768) 

People 

counting 

(Bytes) 

(640×320) 

StrategyA1 32000 32000 783360 25600 
StrategyA2 32000 32000 783360 25600 
StrategyA3 680 598 421 2373 
StrategyA4 500 585 411 2060 
StrategyA5 165 186 671 3146 
StrategyA6 125 150 667 2552 
StrategyA7 505 210 251 1994 
StrategyA8 223 202 249 1716 

StrategyA9 70 83 527 3207 
StrategyA10 33 65 517 2605 

 
The resultant images after change-ROI coding for particle detection and remote 

meter reading are shown in Figure 6-5 (e), columns 1-2. These images will enable 
the reconstruction of binary images as shown in Figure 6-5 (b) columns 1-2. The 
applications which included moving objects i.e., bird or people, StrategyA8 offers a 
smaller amount of data. The StrategyA8 includes initial vision tasks together with 
ROI coding on the node. The resultant images after ROI coding for bird detection 
and people counting are shown in Figure 6-5 (d), column 3-4. It is important to 
note that the change coding for moving objects will introduce a shadow effect as 
shown in Figure 6-5 (c, e), column 3-4 which will result in increased output data. In 
such cases, the video coding will offer a smaller amount of data with ROI coding. It 
is concluded that the change-ROI coding offers better results for applications 
which include less frequently changed objects. The ROI coding produces smaller 
amounts of data for applications which include moving objects, because the change 
coding will produce a shadow effect. 

6.5 RESULTS AND COMPARISONS 

In this section, different parameters including performance, energy and resource 
utilization for the proposed VSN for the four applications are presented. In 
addition to this, our proposed VSN system is compared against the previously 
published similar systems. In the previous section, StrategyA10 was selected for 
particle detection and remote meter reading whereas StrategyA8 was selected for 
bird detection and people counting. Table 6-4 shows the energy and performance 
values of the VSN for the selected strategies. In Table 6-4, E_Proc shows the 
processing energy consumption, E_Comm shows the communication energy 
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(a) 

 

 
 

 

(b) 

 
 

  

(c) 

 

 

 
 

(d)  
  

 

(e)    
 

Figure 6-5.  Images of different applications with video coding. (a) From Left to Right: 
Field of view images of particle detection, remote meter reading, bird detection and 
people counting. (b) Compressed images received at server. (c) Change coded 
compressed images. (d) ROI coded compressed images. (e) Change-ROI coded 
compressed images. 

consumption, FPS is the frames per second, whereas E_Tot shows the total energy 
consumption of the VSN modules, which includes lighting, camera, processing 
platforms and radio transceiver. The power values were measured for the FPGA 
core by taking 100 samples by using a real time power monitoring tool called 
Digilent Adept [62]. Table 6-5 shows the resource utilization and power 
consumption of the VSN, implementation by using the Xilinx Spartan6 FPGA [11]. 
A VSN can be characterized on an abstract level by two states namely wakeup state 
and sleep state. In order to extend the lifetime of a VSN, the requirement is to 
reduce the average power consumption in both states. To reduce the power 
consumption in the sleep state, a number of parameters are considered such as the 
sample rate of the application, low power modes available in the devices (e.g. 
FPGA, microcontroller, and transceiver) and the duty cycling. In the wakeup state, 
the processing and communication processes account for the high energy 
consumption, which is a major challenge in WVSN[63][40][1][6][32][55]. The 
reduction in processing and communication energy consumption is directly related 
to the lifetime maximization of the VSN [1][63]. In this chapter, our focus is on 
reduction of the power consumption of VSN in the wakeup state. The results of the 
proposed VSN are compared against the published systems. 
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Table 6-4. Measured energy values and frame rate of VSN for different 
applications. 

Applications Strategies E_Proc+ 

E_Comm (mJ) 

E_Tot 

(mJ) 

FPS 

Particle detection StrategyA10 2.4 4.8 100 
Meter reading StrategyA10 2.7 5.0 100 
Bird detection StrategyA8 7.6 10 33 
People counting StrategyA8 13.2 16 18 

 

Table 6-5. Resource utilization and power consumption of VSN for 
different applications. 

 

Resources 

type 

Available 

resources 

Particle 

detection 

(Strat.A10) 

Meter 

reading 

(Strat.A10) 

Bird 

detection 

(Strat.A8) 

People 

counting 

(Strat.A8) 

Slice Registers 54576 1204 1202 1020 1629 
Slice LUTs 27288 4551 4548 4103 4749 
LUT Flip Flop  N.A. 4807 4805 4397 5240 
 Block RAM 116 9 9 5 7 
Power (mW) N.A. 203.9 203.4 192.2 194.9 
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Figure 6-6. Energy consumption of systems with published and proposed 
VSNs for different applications. 

6.5.1 Comparison mechanism 

The direct comparison of different systems is a challenging task because of a 
number of parameters involved i.e., environment, lighting, vision tasks, 
architecture, optics, video content and resolution, etc. For ideal comparison, these 
parameters should be similar. However, due to access restriction to other 
researchers’ architecture, the comparison is not a fully objective process. The 
development of these systems for the purpose of comparison requires a significant 
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amount of design and development efforts/cost and time. Therefore, a suitable 
approach is to have a quantitative analysis based on some assumptions and 
provide the points of differences. In this work, we assumed that the ambient 
lighting conditions and optics of the four published systems are similar to our 
system.  

In two systems, namely particle detection and bird detection, the video 
contents, resolution and environment are similar because experiments were 
performed in similar conditions with the same components. The proposed VSN 
and the published system have similar functionality and the output is the same for 
the total system. The main difference is that in published systems, vision tasks 
together with conventional compression schemes are processed on VSN locally. In 
comparison to this, in the proposed system, only pre-segmentation tasks together 
with a lightweight bi-level coding are implemented on VSN by using a hardware 
reconfigurable platform whereas the control dominated post-segmentation tasks 
are moved to a server. On the server, there is a flexibility to use efficient algorithms 
for control dominated tasks i.e. detection, classification and recognition.  

The objective of tasks partitioning between the VSN and server was to propose 
generic architecture with reduced energy consumption and design complexity 
while utilizing the high computing power of FPGA architecture. It is important to 
mention that generality can be achieved with tasks partitioning, as discussed in the 
introduction and sub-section 4.2.4, that in many WVSN applications, the pre-
segmentation tasks are similar while the post segmentation tasks are different 
[50][40][6]. The comparison of energy consumption for the proposed VSN against 
the published systems is shown in Figure 6-6 and Table 6-6. Table 6-6 illustrates the 
processing, communication energy consumption, output data and performance 
values of the proposed and published systems. A brief discussion relating to the 
comparison of energy consumption, output data reduction and performance is 
provided. 

6.5.2 Energy consumption and output data comparison 

6.5.2.1 Particle detection 

For the particle detection application, Figure 6-6 shows that, our currently 
proposed VSN consumes 42 percent less processing and communication energy as 
compared to the system proposed in [50]. Table 6-6 shows that our proposed 
approach produced, on average, 33 bytes for 100 samples as compared to 500 bytes 
produced by a published system. This reduction in output data has decreased the 
communication energy by a factor of approximately 9. 

6.5.2.2 Remote meter reading 

The comparison of our proposed VSN with a previously published system for 
remote meter reading [6]  is shown in Figure 6-6. The result shows that, by 
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employing our approach, the energy consumption can be reduced by 
approximately a factor of 376. The bar with the upward arrow in Figure 6-6 for 
previously published system reaches up to 994 mJ. Table 6-6 shows that both the 
processing and communication energy of our system is smaller as compared to the 
previously published system [6]. It is worth mentioning that the published system 
has been implemented on a software platform. Similarly, the amount of data being 
produced is smaller for our VSN by a factor of approximately 246 for the same 
image resolution. 

6.5.2.3 Bird detection 

A VSN system for bird detection application is currently not available in the 
literature, therefore we have compared a VSN with bi-level video coding to a 
conventional VSN (StrategyA4) in which compressed data is transmitted to the 
sink/server.  Figure 6-6 shows that a VSN with bi-level video coding consumes 
approximately 30 percent less energy as compared to VSN without bi-level video 
coding.  Table 6-6 shows that, depending on the bird size and movements, a VSN 
with bi-level video coding has output data which is reduced by approximately a 
factor of 3, as compared to a VSN without video coding. In this work, we have 
considered one bird with different sizes and movements for 100 samples in order 
to generate output data.   

6.5.2.4 People counting 

In the people counting application, the previously published system [40] used a 
specialized imager with a smaller fixed image resolution of 128×64. For a fair 
comparison, we have extrapolated the energy values for an image resolution of 
640×320 in order to have a similar resolution for our system. Table 6-6 shows that 
the published system with a default small resolution has a smaller energy 
consumption but with similar resolution, it has almost 2 times greater energy 
consumption as compared to our system. The power reduction in [40] is achieved 
at the expense of a complex sensor design process. However, our proposed VSN 
offers programmability and can be employed for different applications with small 
design changes. Table 6-6 shows that our proposed approach can reduce the 
amount of transmission data by a factor of approximately 30. Following this, the 
performance of the systems is discussed.  

6.5.3 Performance comparison 

Table 6-6 shows the comparison of systems’ throughput. It is evident that the 
proposed system has greater throughput by a factor of approximately 1.7 up to 
3031 as compared to the three published systems including particle detection, 
remote meter reading and people counting. The throughput of the proposed 
system for the bird detection application, is similar i.e., 33 FPS to the conventional 
system.  
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Table 6-6. Comparison of proposed VSN with published systems for energy consumption, 
output data and performance. 

Applications Systems 

 

Image 

size 

(W×H) 

E_Proc 

(mJ)  

E_Comm 

(mJ)  

Avg. 

Output 

data 

(bytes) 

Bits/ 

pixel 

Max. 

Freq. 

(FPS) 

Particle 
detection 

Published [50] (640×400) 0.63 3.52 500 0.016 60 
Proposed  (640×400) 2.04 0.38 33 0.001 100 

Meter  
reading 

Published [6] (384×288) 430.3 207.9 6912 0.500 0.04 
Published_scaled [6] (640×400) 515.3 478.3 16000 0.500 0.03 
Proposed  (640×400) 2.04 0.60 65 0.002 100 

Bird  
detection 

Conventional  (1020×768) 6.03 4.9 703 0.007 33 
Proposed  (1020×768) 5.76 1.83 249 0.003 33 

People 
counting 

Published [40] (128×64) 0.004 4.29 2048 2.000 15 
Published_scaled[40] (640×320) 0.08 27.06 51200 2.000 5 
Proposed  (640×320) 1.57 11.6 1715 0.067 18 

 
In relation to vision tasks performance, the proposed system has a similar 
performance to the published systems because we have used the similar vision 
tasks and same environment as described in these systems. In the proposed 
system, the data from the VSN is transmitted with a newly developed bi-level 
video coding, which uses a variant of G4 compression for compressing data. The 
G4 offers lossless data compression. Therefore, the video compression offers no 
losses and contents received on the server from the VSN are exactly similar unless 
there is no loss of data during transmission. The comparison results showed that 
that the proposed VSN with the lightweight bi-level video coding offers greater 
flexibility in terms of design changes on the hardware platform and has reduced 
processing and a communication energy consumption of 1.5 to 376 times as 
compared to the available published systems in the literature. In addition to this, 
the system offers high performance of up to approximately 1 to 3031 as compared 
to the published systems. Following this, VSN architecture with SRAM based 
FPGA is presented. 
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7 ENERGY EFFICIENT SRAM FPGA BASED WIRELESS VISION SENSOR 

NODE: SENTIOF-CAM 

In chapter 6, a VSN solution dealing with the challenges of high processing and 
communication energy consumption in the wakeup state was presented. Many 
WVSN applications are characterized as having a low duty cycling profile (1-10 
percents) [68].  A VSN is awake for a small amount of time, during which the 
required operations are performed and then the node is switched to sleep state for 
energy conservation. Therefore, energy consumption in sleep state, sleep-to-
wakeup state is also required to be investigated. The FLASH based FPGA offers a 
small sleep power consumption of up to 5μW and has a smaller wakeup time 
because of non-volatility [10][50][40][68]. In comparison to FLASH based FPGAs, 
SRAM based FPGAs are widely used in the market because of ease of use, online 
support and newer process technology. However, SRAM based FPGAs [11] are 
considered to have greater configuration time and sleep power consumption as 
discussed in sub-section 4.3. Currently, researchers are involved in investigating 
SRAM based FPGA for low duty cycle applications such as WVSN. Juan et al. [68] 
investigated SRAM based FPGAs for power aware WVSN. The authors concluded 
in the context of small volume products that both configuration and processing 
time of SRAM based FPGA are lower as compared to that for a microcontroller. 
However, the greater configuration time and static power consumption of FPGA is 
a challenge for many applications. 

In this work, SRAM based FPGA is investigated for samples of WVSN 
applications which involve duty cycling. Presently, there are different 
manufacturers for SRAM based FPGAs. We have selected a SRAM FPGA from 
Xilinx [11]. To realize a wireless VSN, the vision algorithms are implemented on a 
platform, SENTIOF, which integrates components including SRAM based FPGA, 
micro-controller [14], SRAM memory [21], FLASH memory[18] and transceiver 
[16] on a single board. With the integration of a CMOS image sensor, MT9V032 [13] 
and implementation of VSN architecture, the original SENTIOF [87] is referred to 
as SENTIOF-CAM.  

In this work, FPGA is used for vision processing and microcontroller is used for 
controlling the transceiver and manages the wakeup/sleep states scheduling. The 
block diagram of SENTIOF-CAM is shown in Figure 7-1. The software platform 
attached to the base station for receiving data is a SENTIO32 [64] platform which 
has an integrated microcontroller and a radio transceiver. The whole system setup 
is shown in Figure 7-2. The VSN’s implemented vision tasks include pre-
processing, segmentation, binary morphology and bi-level video coding whereas 
the server’s tasks can vary according to the application. The architecture of these 
vision tasks has been discussed in sub-section 3.6 and 5.2. For reducing memory 
requirement, a new low complexity background subtraction technique has been 
developed because in the previous design, the background subtraction requires  
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Figure 7-1. SENTIOF-CAM block diagram. 

 

Figure 7-2. VSN system. (A) Receiver at base station. (B) SENTIOF-
CAM. (C) GUI and received ROI compressed image. (D) Field of view. 

storage of the whole frame in memory. The storage of the whole frame can be 
circumvented by storing a scaled down background image which can be generated 
by using a suitable image scaling techniques such as averaging, nearest neighbour, 
bilinear or bi-cubic interpolations. To reduce the complexity, and memory 
requirement, we have developed a low complexity background subtraction model 
for SENTIOF-CAM. 

7.1 LOW COMPLEXITY BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION MODEL 

Firstly, the existing background subtraction techniques are discussed followed 
by the proposed background subtraction model.  

7.1.1 Existing background subtraction model 

Currently, background subtraction is achieved by using two approaches 
depending on the requirement and resources availability. In one approach, the 
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background is modeled in real time by using traditional background subtraction 
techniques. These techniques are categorized into recursive and non-recursive 
techniques. The recursive technique updates a single background model and does 
not require storing frames. The common recursive techniques include 
approximated median filter, kalman filter and Mixture of Gaussian (MOG). These 
techniques offer better performance but they have greater computational 
complexity and memory requirements [81]. For example, MOG with K components 
(K represents number of mixture components, usually three to seven) requires 
4K+11 arithmetic operations per pixel and a minimum of 2K frames of memory 
storage [82]. In non-recursive technique frames are buffered and a sliding window 
is used for background estimation. This technique is expensive in terms of 
computation and memory requirements. 

In the second background generation approach, an image is captured at the 
initial stage when there is no object in the field of view [32][41]. In both, the 
aforementioned approaches, full size background image is usually stored. 
Generally, Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) or Synchronous Dynamic 
Random Access Memory (SDRAM) [4][32] is used for background storage because 
internal memory of medium size FPGA devices [87] are not sufficient for storing a 
raw image. In our case, the raw image size is 640×400=250 Kbytes. The use of 
external memory means that an extra external component is required for storing an 
image which has tradeoffs in terms of a monitory cost (SRAM has 36 USD [21]) and 
additional power consumption. For duty cycling applications, when the 
background remains same for a number of cycles, it is preferred to use non-volatile 
memory such as FLASH.  

It is important to note that the available non-volatile memory i.e., FLASH 
memory have slower average access times for read and write operations as 
compared to SRAM [83]. With advancement in technology, there is a growing 
interest in making high performance FLASH memories with a parallel interface 
and with a Quad SPI [18]. The developer in [84] promised the peak bus bandwidth 

of up to 133 to 400 MB/sec. However, currently available FLASH memories can be 

used with suitable techniques. For applications [40][41] in which VSN,  

• can employ duty cycling for energy conservation  

• the background remains same for a long time  

The generation of a background image after every wakeup cycle will result in 

additional energy. In such cases, a suitable approach is to store the background in 

non-volatile memory i.e., FLASH memory or in the microcontroller’s memory. It is 

worth noting that with SRAM’s FPGA based VSN, a microcontroller is already 

present for controlling different functionalities i.e. transmission and wakeup/sleep 

scheduling etc. In addition to this, a FLASH memory is there for storing 

configuration bits for the next wakeup cycles. The proposed storage approach will 

circumvent the need for extra SRAM memory. In addition to this, the background 
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image contents remain in the memory even when the VSN is switched to a deep 

sleep state. As discussed previously, the FLASH memory speed is limited. 

Therefore, it is necessary to investigate suitable background storage and access 

method. 

In this work, we propose a low complexity background subtraction technique 

which uses existing image scaling techniques to reduce the image size in order to 

have smaller storage requirements. For the subtraction operation, the downscaled 

version is up scaled using a suitable up scaling technique. 

7.1.2 Image scaling for background storage model 

Typical image scaling techniques include nearest neighbour, bilinear, bicubic, 

quadratic cubic, winscale, Lagrange and Gaussian [85][86]. Some of these 

techniques offer good quality but have a higher computational complexity such as 

the Gaussian method which requires approximately 22 times greater execution 

time as compared to bilinear [85]. For the proposed background model, different 

image scaling techniques including nearest neighbour, averaging, bilinear, and 

bicubic with different scaling factors were investigated on a high level in 

MATLAB. When an image is scaled by a factor of s, its means that both its height 

and width are scaled by a factor of s. In relation to scaling techniques, the image 

quality, complexity and memory requirement depend on two factors 

• scaling technique  

• scaling factor 

Therefore, we have considered these parameters for selecting a suitable scaling 

technique for both upscaling and downscaling. It is worth mentioning that for 

scaling down, we have considered techniques namely nearest neighbor (NN), 

bilinear (BIL), bicubic (BIC) and averaging (AVG) and for upscaling we have 

considered nearest neighbor, bilinear, and bicubic techniques. For proof of concept, 

we have carried out our investigation on autonomous monitoring of industrial 

machines. 

7.1.3 Comparison mechanism 

The vision functions used for realization of the aforementioned system includes 

background subtraction, segmentation, morphology, low pass filtering, labeling, 

feature extraction and classification as discussed in sub-section 3.6. In this work, 

our focus is on the investigation of a suitable background subtraction technique. 

Therefore, we have considered vision functions namely subtraction, segmentation, 

and morphology in order to determine the difference between the data produced 

with a conventional background subtraction approach and the data produced with 

our proposed background subtraction approach. The system setup includes two 

configurations, as shown in Figure 7-3, in order to compare data produced by these 

two configurations. 
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Figure 7-3. Comparison of data produced by system 

with traditional background and proposed 

background subtraction technique. 

In the first configuration, an original static background image was used together 

with vision functions including segmentation and morphology. In the second 

configuration, the background image was generated by using our proposed 

approach. The objects i.e., magnetic particles were manually injected into the 

machine in order to emulate objects. The images containing magnetic particles 

were captured and the subtraction operation was performed followed by other 

vision tasks such as segmentation, morphology, etc. The images were captured 

with varying illumination environment by using a uEye camera [15]. The 

experiment was repeated 10 times for both configurations with varying lighting 

conditions in order to produce an averaged data. The image resolution was fixed at 

640×400. The image contents in terms of bits and number of objects being produced 

by both configurations were compared after segmentation and after morphological 

operation steps.  

The comparison analysis of background subtraction with different scaling 

techniques with varying scaling factors in [80] concluded that averaging for 

downscaling and nearest neighbour for up scaling with a scaling factor of 8 are 

suitable for machine vision applications which involve greyscale images. The 

scaling factor of 8 means scaling in both width and height. In order to evaluate the 

performance of the proposed technique, experiments were performed for finding 

the difference between number of objects, produced by the proposed techniques as 

compared to a technique in which a full size background image is used. 

7.1.4 Performance parameters 

The performance parameters of the system in which background subtraction 

used an averaging for downscaling together with three upscaling techniques, for a 

scaling factor of 8, are shown in Table 7-1. The root mean square error (RMSE) and 

peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) between the original background image and 

generated background image is calculated for ten images with different 

illuminations. The number of bits and number of objects difference between a 

system with a generated background and a system with an original background 
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after segmentation is represented by DIFF_BIT_CNT_SEG and 

NUMBER_OBJ_DIFF_SEG respectively. Similarly, the number of bits and number 

of objects difference between a system with a generated background and a system 

with an original background after morphology is represented by 

DIFF_BIT_CNT_MORPH and NUMBER_OBJ_DIFF_MORPH respectively.  

Table 7-1 shows that RMSE and PSNR for the up scaled image with nearest 

neighbor are comparable to RMSE and PSNR for the up scaled image with 

complex bicubic interpolation. The number of bits and number of objects difference 

after segmentation is greater as compared to the difference after morphology. The 

reason is that the segmentation performed on the subtracted image which involves 

a generated background will result in smaller false objects, as shown in Figure 7-4 

(h). These small objects are rarely present when segmentation is performed on a 

subtracted image which involves an original background as shown in Figure 7-4 

(g). After morphology, these small false objects are removed which will make the 

difference smaller as shown in Figure 7-4 (i)-(j). 

The proposed technique will reduce the memory requirement by a factor of up 

to 64 in addition to reduction in design/implementation complexity and cost as 

compared to the background model which involves the storage of a whole frame 

on SRAM memory. The proposed technique was modelled in the RTL level and 

functionality was verified on real hardware [62]. For background image storing, 

the scaled down image by a scaling factor of 8 is stored in the internal memory of 

FPGA. The image size for the investigated two applications including particle 

detection and meter reading is 640×400. The internal memory loses its contents 

after power down. Therefore, after each power up cycle, the scaled down image is 

read out from FLASH memory into internal memory. For the subtraction 

operation, a scaled down image is accessed from the internal memory and up 

scaled with a nearest neighbour technique by a scaling factor of 8. The background 

image pixels are accessed in advance in order to synchronize with current image 

pixels. The background image reading, writing and erasing in the FLASH memory 

can be controlled by sending a byte size command from the microcontroller.  

Table 7-1. Performance parameters for a system which uses averaging for 

downscaling and uses nearest neighbour, bilinear and bicubic for upscaling           

(scaling factor is 8). 
 

RMSE/PSNR NN BIL BIC 

RMSE 3.4 3.4 3.3 

PSNR 86.3 86.01 86.8 

DIFF_BIT_CNT_SEG 792 837 762 

NUMBER_OBJ_DIFF_SEG 59 59 51 

DIFF_BIT_CNT_MORPH 427 439 418 

NUMBER_OBJ_DIFF_MORPH 0.8 1 0.8 
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The state machine for managing the FLASH memory for the background image is 

shown in Figure 7-6. 

7.1.5 RTL model of image down and up scaling 

The architecture for image downscaling with an averaging technique is shown  
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Figure 7-4. Magnetic particle detection image (640×400). (a) Image with 

objects. (b) Scaled down version by factor of 8 of image c. (c) Original 

background image. (d) Upscaled background image of b. (e) Subtracted 

image (image a from c). (f) Subtracted image (image a from d). (g) 

Segmentation of e. (h) Segmentation of f. (i) Morphological operation on g. 

(j) Morphological operation on h. 
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Figure 7-5. Background storage and subtraction model with scaling. 

 

Figure 7-6. Managing FLASH memory for background storage. 

in Figure 7-7. A scaling factor for both the width and height of an image can be set 

and controlled by column and row counters. A line buffer holds the intermediate 

summation values of the scaled down window pixels. For example, the sum value 

of the scaling window 8×8 is stored in line buffer in one location. When a specific 

scaling factor is reached in both directions for the width and height, a signal is 

generated to summation and division/shift right, to perform division by right shifting 

the bits of the summed values and storing this in the internal memory of FPGA. In 

the mean time, the pixels values for the current scaling window will be accessed 

for summation. For up scaling, nearest neighbour is used. Nearest neighbour is a 

simple method as compared to other interpolation methods. This method requires 

the sampling of the nearest pixels from the original image. The pixel value in the 

output image is determined by the smaller distance between the pixel to be 

interpolated and the adjoining pixel in the original image. This method has a good 

high frequency response and reduces the blurring effect. It offers good results for 

images with smooth textures [80]. 

7.1.6 Background subtraction 

For background subtraction operation the scaled down image is read out from  
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Figure 7-7. Architecture for background image scaling down. 

the internal memory and scaled up with a nearest neighbour as shown in Figure 

7-5. The pixels from the background image are read out in advance in order to 

synchronize it with the current frame pixels for the subtraction operation. After the 

subtraction operation, the pixel data is forwarded for further processing.  

7.2 SENTIOF-CAM ARCHITECTURE 

The architecture of SENTIOF-CAM is shown in Figure 7-8. It consists of an 

image sensor, lighting, FPGA, FLASH memory, a power source, AVR32 

microcontroller and a radio transceiver. The block diagram of the SENTIOF 

platform with the aforementioned components is shown in Figure 7-1 (a). The 

vision tasks on SENTIOF-CAM are processed on FPGA and are divided into three 

categories including front end tasks, the background storage model and bi-level 

video coding. The data after video coding is transmitted using a CC2520 

transceiver which is controlled by an AVR32 microcontroller. The AVR32 also 

controls the wakeup and sleep cycle of the VSN and background storage model as 

depicted in the state machine shown by Figure 7-6. In Figure 7-6, writing a 

background image to FLASH is controlled by a command W whereas reading is 

controlled by R. 

The background storage model is shown in Figure 7-5. The front end tasks are 

discussed in sub-section 3.6 and bi-level video coding is discussed in detail in sub-

section 5.2. It is worth mentioning that change coding requires storage of 

compressed frame in non-volatile memory for duty cycling. Storage of run length 

coded frame requires additional delay and energy. The additional delay is 

associated with sector erasing and page programming. For page programming, the 

sector erasing is required which hold the entire background image. Typical time of 

sector erasing is approximately 30 ms for 4 KB. Each page programming in FLASH 

memory requires typically 0.7 ms [18]. This time is greater as compared to 

transmission of data with ROI coding. Therefore, in this work video coding with 

ROI coding is selected. The resource utilization and latency of individual vision 

tasks is presented in Table 7-2.  
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Figure 7-8. Architecture of wireless vision sensor node, SENTIOF-CAM. 

Table 7-2. Device utilization and performance parameters of vision tasks. Available 

logics 9112, BRAMs 64(8K*)/32(16K**). 

      

Note: a represent only during first time configuration. 

Vision Tasks Logics 

used 

% used BRAMs % used Latency 

 (clk cycles) 

Image capture     174 1.9 0 0 4 

Background storage model*  691 8 1*, 2** 2*, 6 ** 3, 64a 

Pre-processing    5 0.05 0 0 1 

Segmentation      6 0.06 0 0 1 

Morphology        139 2 4* 6 645 

Change coding   209 2 3** 9 5 

ROI                     271 3 0 0 641 

Compression       3204 35 3* 5 647 

Communication module [62] 100 

 

1 

 

1** 

 

3 

 

4 

 

 

The resource utilization for the integrated design is given in the results section. The 

logic resources of the integrated design are different from the combination of 

individual resources because integration required additional logics. 

7.3 DUTY CYCLING FOR SENTIOF-CAM 

For conserving power, SENTIOF-CAM can be switched to a low power state, 

referred to as sleep state when the required vision tasks have been performed. As 

discussed in sub-section 4.3, the transitions between the wakeup and sleep cycle 

requires additional time and energy. A SRAM based FPGA requires configuration 

from non-volatile memory at each sleep-to-wakeup cycle. Therefore, a suitable 

application scenario is required to be investigated for the use of duty cycling. 
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Shahzad  et al [88] investigated that a SRAM based FPGA can be employed for low 

duty cycling applications in which sleep time is greater than 235 ms. For the 

investigated applications, including particle detection and remote meter reading, a 

low duty cycling is required. Therefore, SRAM based FPGA has been employed for 

two applications in order to check suitability for duty cycle applications.  

7.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, different parameters including energy consumption, resource 

utilization, output data, performance and comparison with existing solutions are 

presented for SENTIOF-CAM. 

7.4.1 Energy consumption, resource utilization 

The proposed VSN architecture was implemented on real hardware and 

functionality was verified for two applications including particle detection and 

remote meter reading. For energy measurement, instantaneous current was 

measured at a sampling frequency of 10 kHz by using Agilent 34410A meter [22]. 

The average current was used to calculate the power consumption at 3.6 supply 

voltage. Instantaneous current of sleep, sleep-to-wakeup, and wakeup states for 

one duty cycle is shown in Figure 7-9. Table 7-3 shows the time and power 

required by different states for one duty cycle. The configuration time for 

uncompressed bit streams of 3,731,264 bits was measured to be 23.6 ms and the 

average current was measured to be 33.8 mA. The average current consumption at 

3.6 volt resulted in an energy consumption of 2.8 mJ. For the configuration process, 

the SPI bus width was set to quad-mode at a frequency of 66 MHz. The processing 

and communication energy consumption is also shown in Table 7-3. During 

processing, image sensor, FLASH memory and microcontroller are also powered 

on. For communication purposes, the radio transceiver was operated with a 

transmission throughput of 250 kbps and with a output power level of 5 dBm. The 

micro-controller was clocked at 16 MHz in order to coordinate radio 

communication activities and duty cycling for SENTIOF-CAM.  
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Figure 7-9. VSN's instantaneous current for one duty cycle during meter reading. 
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Table 7-3. Time, average power and total energy for VSN. 
 

Applications Config. 

time  

(ms) 

Config.  

power  

(W) 

Proc. 

time 

(ms) 

Proc. 

power 

(W) 

Comm. 

Time 

 (ms) 

Comm. 

power  

(W) 

Total 

energy 

(mJ) 

Particle detection 23.6 0.12 21 0.67 3.2 0.13 17.2 
Meter reading 23.6 0.12 21 0.67 4.3 0.13 17.4 

Table 7-4. Resource utilization of VSN. Note! * denote 8K and ** denote 16K. 
 

Resources type Available resources Resources used % used 

Slice Registers 18224 1638 8 
Slice LUTs 9112 4599 50 
LUT Flip Flop  N.A. 1617 N.A. 
 Block RAM 64*, 32** 5*, 9** 8 %, 28% 

In sleep state, only a real time counter is on in order to keep track of timing 
whereas all other components i.e., FLASH, FPGA, SRAM, transceiver are off. The 
sleep current of the microcontroller in this state was measured to be 87 μA at 3.6 V. 
It is important to note that the total energy consumption includes LED lighting 
energy of 48 μJ for one frame exposure. Table 7-4 shows the resource utilization 
obtained by the Xilinx synthesis tool ISE [11]. 

7.4.2 Comparison with existing solutions 

As discussed in sub-section 6.5.1, the direct comparison of different systems is a 
challenging task because of a number of parameters. For comparison, we adopt the 
same approach as discussed in 6.5.1. In particle detection, the video contents, 
resolution and environment are similar because experiments were performed in 
similar conditions. It is worth mentioning that for SENTIOF-CAM energy values 
were measured for one duty cycle on real hardware in which all components were 
integrated in a single board. The energy values for the published particle detection 
system implemented on FLASH based FPGA were measured for individual 
components because of extra components on the evaluation board. The processing 
time on FPGA did not include configuration time.  In addition to this, the sleep 
power for both FPGA and microcontroller was taken from the datasheet which 
may lead to unrealistic values. Therefore, the processing time, power values have 
been extrapolated for the published system according to the components used in 
SENTIOF-CAM. The sleep energy of SENTIOF-CAM is considered with published 
system in order to have fair comparison. In the remote meter reading, we have 
performed experiments in the real environment as described in these systems. This 
procedure is discussed in sub-section 6.5.1. 

The comparison of energy consumption for the proposed VSN against the 
published systems is shown in Figure 7-10 and Table 7-5. Table 7-5 illustrates the 
processing, communication energy consumption, output data and performance 
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values of the proposed and published systems. A brief discussion relating to the 
comparison of energy consumption, output data reduction and performance is 
provided. For particle detection, VSN implemented on FLASH based FPGA in 
chapter 4  is selected. The comparison in Figure 7-10 and Table 7-5 shows that the 
processing energy of SENTIOF-CAM for particle detection increases by 
approximately 1.4 times but reduces communication energy by approximately 8 
times. It is worth mentioning that the processing energy of FLASH based system is 
different from previous values because in order to provide a fair comparison, the 
energy consumption of the image sensor AVR32 and FLASH memory is also 
included in order to have similar setup as SENTIOF-CAM. With regards to the 
performance parameter in Table 7-5, the investigated system frame rate as 
compared to the published system. For remote meter reading, the processing 
energy is reduced by approximately 37 times and the communication energy is 
reduced by approximately 825 times.  
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Figure 7-10. Energy consumption of VSN with published and measured energy values for 
different applications. 

Table 7-5. Comparison of proposed VSN with measured energy values against published 
systems for energy consumption,  output data and performance. * denote scaled values. 

Applications Systems Image size 

(w×h) 

E_Proc 

(mJ)  

E_Comm 

(mJ)  

Avg. data 

(bytes) 

Bits/ 

pixel 

(FPS) 

Particle 
detection 

Published [50] (640×400) 9.6 3.52 500 0.016 48 
Measured (640×400) 13.9 0.44 70 0.002 48 

Meter  
reading 

Published [6] (384×288) 430.3 207.9 6912 0.500 0.04 
Published* [6] (640×400) 515.3 478.3 16000 0.500 0.03 
Measured (640×400) 13.9 0.58 83 0.003 48 
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The performance of the system is increased to 48 FPS from 0.03 FPS. 

7.4.3 VSN lifetime based on measured energy values  

The lifetime prediction is based on measured energy values of sleep-to-wakeup, 
wakeup and sleep states. The lifetime of the systems for particle detection and remote 
meter reading is given in Figure 7-11. For lifetime calculation, the active time was 
considered to be 100 ms and after this, the VSN is required to be switched to sleep 
state. A battery with a capacity of 37.44 kJ energy was considered for lifetime 
calculation. It is assumed that the battery would offer constant performance and 
zero leakage. 

The lifetime for published particle detection VSN with FLASH based FPGA is 
approximately 3.5 years whereas the lifetime of the proposed VSN based on 
measured energy values is approximately 3.2 years with a sample period of 5 
minutes. The lifetime for a published remote meter reading VSN with 8 bit PIC 
microcontroller is approximately 0.34 years (4 months) whereas the lifetime of the 
proposed VSN based on measured energy values is approximately 3.2 years with a 
sample period of 5 minutes. It is however noted that for greater sample rates such 
as greater than 45 minutes, lifetime of published system increases because of 
smaller sleep power (0.09 mW) consumption. This shows that for high sample 
rates, the proposed solution offers greater lifetime whereas for low sample rates, 
the published system offers greater lifetime. The lifetime of the proposed solution 
can be improved by selecting a microcontroller with small sleep power.  
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Figure 7-11. VSN Lifetime over a different sample rates for published and proposed 
systems. 
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It is concluded that SRAM based FPGA can be effectively used for low duty cycle 
applications. It is further concluded that a VSN with smaller energy consumption, 
generic architecture and low complexity can be achieved by using the design 
matrix of a system taxonomy, tasks partitioning and bi-level video coding on 
existing reconfigurable platforms.  
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8 THESIS SUMMARY 

8.1 SUMMARY  

Wireless Vision Sensor Networks (WVSNs) is an emerging field which has a 
number of potential applications in the real world. As compared to conventional 
imaging systems, WVSN consists of independent smart camera nodes which are 
referred to as wireless Vision Sensor Nodes (VSNs). Each VSN is expected to 
perform required vision tasks with limited resources such as battery, wireless 
bandwidth, memory, and a processing unit. A VSN is often deployed in areas 
which are hazardous to reach for frequent battery replacement and/or recharging. 
Therefore, a node is expected to operate on available limited energy for the 
assigned task. A VSN is characterized to consume greater processing and 
communication energy consumption as compared to other modules such as 
sensing and acquisition. Therefore, researchers have proposed different solutions 
on software and hardware platforms for energy saving in VSN. Some of the 
researchers have focused on a customized solution by using ASIC for specific 
solutions while others have used programmable solutions. There is some work 
which has focused on homogenous solutions with a single imager while others 
have focused on hybrid solutions by using a low power/resolution imager for 
sensing and then using a high resolution/power imager for detail analysis.   

In relation to VSN implementation, generally, researchers employ two 
approaches. In the first approach, data is captured and transmitted to a server for 
further processing whereas in the second approach, all required vision tasks are 
performed on the node and only the final features are transmitted to the server/end 
user. For realization of VSN, researchers used either single processing platforms 
i.e., microprocessor, DSP, media processor, FPGA, ASIC or used combination of 
processing platforms. Currently, the software solutions consume greater energy 
consumption and offer low performance as compared to hardware solutions. 
However, software solutions have low NRE cost and have ready to use image 
processing libraries. In comparison to software solutions, FPGA based hardware 
solutions offer high performance by virtue of parallel computing. In addition to 
this, FPGA based solutions offers flexibility for design changes as compared to 
ASIC solutions. However, hardware solutions require high design time and 
development expertise as compared to software solutions. 

This thesis presents a hardware based VSN architecture which has low energy, 
low complexity and greater flexibility for design change as compared to existing 
published systems. Different aspects such as tasks partitioning between sensor 
node and a server as well as tasks partitioning locally on a node between software 
and hardware platforms, processing and communication energy consumption, 
data reduction, and implementation of low complexity vision algorithms on 
hardware have been analyzed. In addition to this, SRAM based FPGA has been 
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evaluated for real applications in the context of duty cycling.  A short summary of 
the work is presented here. 

Chapter 1 discusses the introduction of VSN. This chapter covers different 
processing platforms that can be employed for VSN, related work and authors 
research contribution to the field. Chapter 2 presents an abstract model in the form 
of a system taxonomy together with a complexity model. This abstract model can 
be used for classification, comparison and generalization of VSN solutions. The 
taxonomy has been evaluated against 20 real systems in order to check its coverage 
for the existing systems. A case study is provided for the classification, comparison 
and generalization of VSN solutions. Chapter 3 describes the system’s specification 
for wireless monitoring of industrial machine. VSN predicts hydraulic machine’s 
failure by performing vision processing on node and sending data to a server over 
a wireless link. The vision algorithm, processing platforms, communication 
modules and memory required for this application are discussed. This VSN system 
represents a machine vision system in which object classification can be performed 
on binary data. Chapter 4 investigates VSN architecture based on tasks partitioning 
between a sensor node and a server as well as tasks partitioning locally on a node 
between software and hardware platforms. The effect of tasks partitioning on 
processing, communication energy, performance and design complexity is 
investigated. For proof of concept, a VSN is implemented on a FLASH based 
FPGA. This chapter also motivates the need to investigate data reduction 
techniques and VSN architecture by using SRAM based FPGA. 

Chapter 5 presents the discussion about the selection of image coding for 
resource constrained hardware platforms. In relation to this, hardware 
architectures of data reduction techniques including image coding and bi-level 
video coding are presented. Chapter 6 provides details about the implementation 
of VSN with bi-level video coding. In addition to this, a discussion is provided 
about energy consumption and data reduction techniques for four different 
applications including particle detection, remote meter reading, bird detection and 
people counting. The comparison results of VSN with existing published systems 
are also presented.  

Chapter 7 presents the implementation details of VSN on a SRAM based FPGA 
which are normally considered inefficient because of non-volatility, greater 
configuration time and sleep power consumption for duty cycle applications. In 
addition to this, integration of power and data reduction techniques such as bi-
level video coding, duty cycling and low complexity background subtraction are 
also described. Based on the developed design matrix which includes tasks 
partitioning, bi-level video coding, low complexity background subtraction model, 
VSN is practically implemented on hardware and tested for real applications.  
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8.2 CONCLUSION 

In this thesis, VSN implementation strategies are investigated on both software 
and hardware platforms with the aim of proposing programmable, energy efficient 
and low complexity VSN architecture. To realize this, an abstract model in the 
form of system taxonomy together with a complexity model has been developed in 
order to classify and compare the vision systems without the necessity for actual 
implementations. The proposed taxonomy has been evaluated by using a 
quantitative parameter which shows that taxonomy covers 95 percent of the 
investigated vision systems and its flow is ordered for 60 percent of the systems. A 
case study demonstrates that the proposed model can assist in classification, 
comparison and generalization of VSN solutions.  

By using a system taxonomy and a complexity model, we have identified 
machine vision systems in which object classification is performed on binary data. 
For this class of system, different VSN implementation strategies are investigated 
by partitioning vision tasks between a sensor node and a server as well as tasks 
partitioning between software and hardware embedded platforms on the node 
locally. The analysis was performed on a system in which an industrial machine 
was autonomously monitored by a wireless vision sensor node for failure 
detection. In this system, the oil flowing in the machine was continuously 
monitored in order to detect any magnetic particles which detach from the 
machine.  The particles detachment shows that machine will experience a sudden 
failure. In the propose system, these particles were detected by performing vision 
tasks on an embedded platform and then the relevant information was transmitted 
over a wireless link to a server/user. 

The investigation on a software platform concludes that VSN has a smaller 
energy consumption when front end vision tasks up to segmentation are 
performed on VSN and compressed data is transmitted to a server where the 
remaining vision tasks are performed. The proposed approach on a software 
embedded platform consumes approximately 3.14 to 5.4 times reduced energy as 
compared to a strategy in which uncompressed binary data or final features are 
transmitted. However, the processing energy is still higher as compared to 
communication energy for a software platform. The processing energy can be 
reduced by introducing a hardware platform which offers parallel computing so 
that the processing time is reduced. 

The introduction of a hardware platform and tasks partitioning reduced the 
energy consumption by a factor of approximately 28 as compared to the software 
implemented VSN for the same implementation strategy. The proposed hardware 
implemented VSN has small design complexity, low energy and programmable 
architecture. The investigation on the hardware platform led to the conclusion that 
energy consumption can be further reduced by handling communication 
efficiently. VSN has to be sufficiently intelligent to send only region of interest 
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and/or changes of the images in the compressed form because simple image coding 
still accounts for high communication energy as compared to processing energy on 
the hardware platform. To meet this challenge a bi-level video coding was 
developed and implemented on a hardware platform together with other vision 
tasks including capturing, pre-processing, segmentation and binary morphology. 

The experimental results showed that a VSN with bi-level video coding 
reduced processing and communication energy consumption by a factor of 1.5 to 
376 as compared to available published systems. In addition to this, the system 
offers high performance of up to approximately 1 to 3031 times. The proposed VSN 
with bi-level video coding was optimized by reducing the memory requirement for 
the subtraction operation. A low complexity background model was developed 
with the assistance of image scaling techniques in order to store a scaled version of 
the background image in FLASH memory. For the subtraction operation, the image 
is up scaled it by using a suitable interpolation technique. By using a scaling factor 
of 8 for both height and width, the proposed subtraction model reduced the 
memory requirement by a factor of 64. 

The lifetime of VSN is an important factor for many applications because of the 
limited energy budget. For lifetime maximization, duty cycling is often introduced 
so as to keep the node in sleep mode when not operating. Handling VSN for duty 
cycling with a SRAM based FPGA is a challenging task because of non-volatility, 
greater configuration time and sleep power consumption. In this work, a SRAM 
based FPGA has been investigated for machine vision applications which require 
duty cycling.  The investigation based on actual hardware implementation showed 
that SRAM’s FPGA based VSN can effectively utilize duty cycling for energy 
conservation. The measured energy values showed that a VSN on a SRAM based 
FPGA can achieve a lifetime of 3.2 years for a sample period of 5 minutes on 
available 37.44 kJ energy. This thesis concludes that a hardware implemented VSN 
can achieve smaller energy consumption, generic architecture and low complexity 
by using the design matrix of system taxonomy, tasks partitioning and bi-level 
video coding.   

8.3  FUTURE WORK 

WVSNs have attracted a broad range of applications. For some applications, 
custom solutions can be designed while for others, generalized solutions can be 
proposed. In this work, we presented a generalized solution for machine vision 
systems in which object classification can be performed on binary data. For 
applications which require greyscale or colour data for classification, this study can 
be extended. In addition to this, future work may include the development of more 
intelligent VSNs which can make decisions independently such as background 
updating and adaptive threshold selection. VSN designs can be optimized further 
in order to reduce resource utilization and energy consumption. The proposed 
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system can be tested for a large number of applications in order to ensure 
robustness and flexibility. 

In relation to communication energy consumption, the output data can be 
reduced by making the system more intelligent. The VSN can be designed and 
implemented in such a way, that it sends data over the wireless link only when 
new changes are detected in its field of view. When nothing new is detected, the 
sensor node will notify the server by sending a few bytes, indicating that no new 
changes have been detected. The transmission protocols can be explored for 
implementation on hardware because currently communication is handled by the 
microcontroller. In addition to this, microcontroller/device can be investigated with 
small sleep power consumption for managing duty cycling and transmission 
process. The partial and dynamic reconfiguration can be explored with respect to a 
wireless vision sensor node. Methods can be explored to configure only required 
logics block on FPGA. A user friendly interface can be developed in order to enable 
the user to remotely change functionality and other parameters i.e., image sizes 
and buffer sizes according to the application requirements. 
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9 VSN DESIGN’S GLIMPSES 

In this sub-section the implementation details which are not covered in the 
thesis are presented. Register Transfer Logic (RTL) flow of bi-level video codec’s 
component including G4 compression and change coding are shown by Figure 9-1 
and Figure 9-2 respectively. Figure 9-3 shows RTL schematic of the whole design in 
Xilinx ISE for a VSN whereas Figure 9-4 shows floorplan of VSN’s on Xilinx 
Spartan6 FPGA.  
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Figure 9-1. RTL flow of G4 coding. 
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Figure 9-2. RTL flow of change coding. 
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Figure 9-3. RTL schematic of VSN's pre-processing tasks 
and bi-level video codec. 
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Figure 9-4. Floorplan of VSN’s tasks including pre-
processing and bi-level video codec on Xilinx Spartan6 
FPGA.  

In Figure 9-4, the input signals in the floorplan are represented by colours which 
are described in Table 9-1. Floor plan is an image showing the occupied cells in 
FPGA. The clock distribution network is spread over the whole FPGA circuitry as  
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Table 9-1. VSN input signals with colour representation 

Signal Symbols Colours 

Frame sync CAM_FV        Cyan 
Line sync CAM_LV   Green 
Camera clock CAM_PCLK_I Dark blue 
Data CAM_DATA    Red 

 

 

Figure 9-5. GUI for controlling VSN. 

 
shown in Figure 9-4 by the dark blue lines. Minimizing the clock domain and 
keeping the logic associated with each clock domain together can help minimize 
the power consumptions [53]. Figure 9-5 shows Graphical User Interface (GUI) for 
controlling VSN. Different options of GUI include sending commands to 
write/read FLASH memory and to perform video coding. GUI enables the 
reconstruction of the original frame from the received compressed data, following 
which features can be extracted for classification. A system with the proposed 
functionality was presented in spring School in Surveillance S5, Italy, 2013 and was 
awarded best demo prize.  
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